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SUMMARY 
 

 The conserved Ypt/Rab GTPases regulate the pathways of intracellular transport 

in eukaryotic cells. They accomplish this regulation in conjunction with their activators, 

guanine exchange factors (GEFs). Yeast Ypt1 (mammalian Rab1) and Ypt31/32 

(mammalian Rab11) are essential for ER-to-Golgi and Golgi-to-PM trafficking, 

respectively. However, regulation of intra-Golgi processes, such as Golgi cisternal 

progression, by these Ypt/Rabs remains poorly understood. In this thesis, I report 

findings on Ypt1 and Ypt31 as well as their GEFs, the TRAPPI and TRAPPII 

complexes, within the Golgi. Using live-cell microscopy and immunofluorescence, I 

establish that Ypt1 and Ypt31 polarize to opposite ends of the Golgi, early and late, 

respectively. They co-localize on a compartment that contains both early and late Golgi 

proteins, which I termed transitional. Furthermore, using live-cell and time-lapse 

microscopy, I show that Ypt1 and Ypt31 regulate two distinct Golgi cisternal progression 

steps, early-to-transitional and transitional-to-late, respectively. Correspondingly, I 

provide evidence that the TRAPPII complex has a similar pattern of Golgi 

compartmental localization as Ypt31 and not of Ypt1.  Together, these results show 

novel regulation for Golgi cisternal maturation by Ypt/Rab GTPases, clears up 

controversy for the placement of Ypt1 and Ypt31 to specific Golgi compartments, and 

places TRAPPII as the GEF for Ypt31 in vivo.  
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

A. Intracellular trafficking overview 

 In every eukaryotic cell, proteins are shuttled through various pathways, e.g., the 

secretory pathway and autophagy. The shuttling process is known as intracellular 

trafficking. Membrane proteins, such as hormone receptors, and cytosolic proteins, such 

as hormones, are packaged as cargo in membrane-bound compartments called 

vesicles. These vesicles bud from an initial compartment and are then transported to 

their destination to fuse with the acceptor membrane (Caro and Palade 1964, Palade 

1975, Farquhar and Palade 1981). Cellular destinations include various organelles or 

the plasma membrane, PM, where the cargo is deposited or secreted. These pathways 

can be constitutive or activated based on necessity. Regardless, they are highly 

regulated, as protein buildup or improper targeting could be detrimental to the cell. Due 

to the fundamentally essential nature of these pathways, small defects or changes in 

levels of functionality can cause widespread problems in cellular fitness and/or survival. 

Hence, because the proper regulation of these pathways is vital, it is Important to 

understand how these pathways are regulated and where defects lie in various 

diseases in hopes of developing better diagnostic and therapeutic strategies. 

 

B. Ypt/Rab GTPases 

 Ypt/Rab GTPases are monomeric G-proteins that function as key regulators of 

traffic. They are present in all eukaryotic cells, which speaks of their necessity. 

Originally, these GTPases were discovered in yeast, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, and 

named Ypts. The human homologs of Ypt, Rabs, were later discovered to be highly 
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conserved, not only in sequence but also in function (Lipatova et al. 2015). Ypt/Rab 

GTPases are small proteins, approximately 25 KDa in size, that act as molecular 

switches by altering their structural conformation upon the binding of GTP. There are 

over 70 Rabs in humans but only 11 Ypts in yeast. Accordingly, yeast is an excellent 

model organism to decipher the role of Ypt/Rab GTPases in protein trafficking. 

i. GTPase cycle and accessory factors 

 All Ypt/Rab GTPases cycle between their active GTP-bound or inactive GDP-bound 

conformations. Structurally, upon binding to GTP, two regions undergo a conformational 

change, called the switch I and switch II domains (Sultana et al. 2011). Ypt/Rabs are 

prenylated on a cysteine in their C-terminal tail to enable attachment to the membrane 

of a compartment (Leung, Baron, and Seabra 2006, Lee, Mishra, and Lambright 2009). 

Once activated and attached to the membrane, they can interact with a variety of 

effectors, which organize subsequent transport steps. These effectors include motor 

proteins, scaffold proteins, tethering factors, and others. The GTPase-effector 

interaction mediates a wide array of transport steps including vesicle formation, 

movement, tethering, and fusion (Segev 2001b, a). In the GDP-bound state, the 

structural conformation of the GTPase changes, and it is extracted from the membrane 

into the cytosol for the next round of activation. Guanine Exchange Factors, GEFs, 

activate the GTPase by increasing the rate of GDP release, facilitating the cellularly 

abundant GTP to bind. Hence, GEFs are considered activators of GTPase activity 

(Goody and Hofmann-Goody 2002). GTPase Activating Proteins, GAPs, act as negative 

regulators. They provide catalytic activity for the hydrolysis of GTP to GDP, effectively 
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inactivating the GTPase (Tan, Vollmer, and Gallwitz 1991, Strom et al. 1993, Du, 

Collins, and Novick 1998, Albert, Will, and Gallwitz 1999) Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Ypt/Rab GTPase cycle. Ypt/Rab GTPases switch between GDP-bound 
inactivate state and GTP-bound active state. In their active state, they interact with 
downstream effectors. Guanine Exchange Factors (GEFs) facilitate the exchange 
between GDP to GTP bound state, and GTPase activating proteins (GAPs) catalyze the 
hydrolysis of GTP to GDP bound to the GTPase. Activated GTPases are modified with 
the addition of a prenyl group to their C-terminal tail, for insertion into the membrane of 
a vesicle or compartment.  
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ii. Regulation of individual transport steps 

 Five Ypt GTPases, Ypt1, Ypt31/32, Ypt6, and Sec4 regulate the secretory pathway 

in yeast. Initially, it was thought that each Ypt regulates one transport step in the 

pathway, however, further research has shown that Ypts coordinate multiple transport 

steps at particular cellular compartments.  

 One of the first GTPases to be discovered, Ypt1, is also the first GTPase in the 

secretory pathway (Segev and Botstein 1987, Segev, Mulholland, and Botstein 1988). 

In yeast, Ypt1 has been shown to be essential for ER-to-Golgi transport, as well as cis-

to-medial Golgi transport (Jedd et al. 1995, Jones et al. 1995). A functionally conserved 

mammalian homolog has been identified as Rab1, which can replace Ypt1 functionally 

in yeast (Haubruck et al. 1989). Rab1 has also been shown to have ER-to-Golgi 

transport functions and localizes to a pre-Golgi intermediate complex in mammalian 

cells (Plutner et al. 1991, Tisdale et al. 1992, Marie et al. 2009). A later study concluded 

that Ypt1 plays a role at the late Golgi based on it’s co-localization with Sec7, a late 

Golgi protein, and the cytosolic buildup of Snc1, a plasma membrane SNARE protein, in 

a Ypt1 mutant cell (Sclafani et al. 2010). Recently, Ypt1 and Rab1 have been implicated 

in regulation of general autophagy and ER-phagy (Lipatova et al. 2012, Lipatova et al. 

2013, Lipatova and Segev 2015, Zoppino et al. 2010, Huang et al. 2011). The studies 

by Lipatova et al. show that the earlier result of Snc1 accumulation in Ypt1 mutant cells 

is a defect of ER-phagy and not a defect of secretion or recycling(Lipatova et al. 2013). 

However, the question still remains why does Ypt1 co-localize with the late Golgi 

protein, Sec7, without an apparent late Golgi function, which will be addressed in this 

thesis. 
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 Ypt31/32 is a functionally redundant pair.  These GTPases have been identified as 

regulators of cargo exit from the late Golgi (Jedd, Mulholland, and Segev 1997). More 

recently, Ypt31/32 has also been identified as a regulator of recycling from the 

endosome to the late Golgi (Chen et al. 2005, Chen, Shah, and Segev 2011). The 

closest mammalian homologs, Rab11a and Rab11, are also involved in regulation of 

post-Golgi transport steps (Ullrich et al. 1996, Takahashi et al. 2012, Welz, Wellbourne-

Wood, and Kerkhoff 2014).  

 Ypt6 is the only non-essential GTPase in the secretory pathway in yeast. The 

mammalian homolog, Rab6, has a role in Golgi structural organization (Starr et al. 2010, 

Storrie et al. 2012).  The role of Ypt6 has been controversial due to conflicting evidence. 

Specifically, experimental evidence identifies Ypt6 as a regulator of intra-Golgi traffic 

and other evidence shows Ypt6 as a regulator of retrograde traffic from late endosomes 

to the Golgi (Li and Warner 1996, Siniossoglou, Peak-Chew, and Pelham 2000, Luo 

and Gallwitz 2003).  

 Sec4 was one of the original GTPases discovered. It has been shown to regulate 

the Golgi-to-PM step of secretion (Salminen and Novick 1987, Goud et al. 1988, 

Salminen and Novick 1989).  Due to the placement of Sec4 at the end of the transport 

pathway and lack of association with the Golgi, Sec4 will not be discussed in depth for 

this thesis. Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Five Ypt GTPases regulate the secretory pathway in yeast. Ypt1, 
Ypt31/32, Ypt6, Sec4 are placed with arrows that correspond with the transport steps 
they regulate. Ypt1 regulates ER to early Golgi transport. Ypt31/32 is required for cargo 
exit from the Golgi and recycling of components from endosomes back to the Golgi. Sec 
is responsible for the regulation of post-Golgi to PM transport. Ypt6 is placed with a 
question mark due to conflicting evidence in the field, but regardless has a role in Golgi 
based transport.  
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iii. GTPases and coordination 
 
 Individual transport steps have been studied in great detail and have led to 

emerging questions about how multiple transport steps are synchronized to coordinate 

traffic flow. One method of coordination is by a GTPase cascade, where one GTPase 

recruits the GEF of the Ypt/Rab that functions after it. A study by the Segev lab 

determined that there is a genetic interaction between Ypts and Arf GTPase GEFs and 

proposed that there may be a GTPase cascade to coordinate multiple steps of secretion 

(Jones et al. 1999). This proposal has led to several studies for various Ypt cascades. 

The first study found a Ypt32-to-Sec4 cascade, where activated Ypt32 interacts with 

Sec2, the GEF for Sec4 (Ortiz et al. 2002). This cascade was also observed in the 

mammalian homologs Rab11-to-Rab8 by Rabin8, the GEF for Rab8 (Knodler et al. 

2010). Two other studies examined inactivation cascades where the earlier GTPase is 

inactivated by the recruitment of the GAP by the later GTPase. These studies found that 

Ypt32 recruits the GAPs for Ypt1 and Ypt6 (Rivera-Molina and Novick 2009, Suda et al. 

2013). In mammalian cells, coordination of Rab5 and Rab7 on maturing endosomes has 

been visualized. Rab5 is shown to label the early endosome and Rab7 the late 

endosome. Following one endosome by time-lapse microscopy, the endosome seems 

to lose all Rab5 and gain Rab7 in a rapid manner (Rink et al. 2005).  

 Although Ypt32-GAP-Ypt1 cascade has been found, there are reservations about 

this study (Rivera-Molina and Novick 2009). First, the Ypt32 to Ypt1 cascade shown by 

time-lapse microscopy was not anchored to the Golgi, where these GTPase are 

functionally relevant. Secondly, the fluorescently labeled Ypts used in this study were 

not examined for functionality as a sole copy in the cell. Third, the GAP loss-of-function 
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mutant used in this study caused higher levels of Golgi proteins co-localization, which 

points to Golgi compartment disorganization (Rivera-Molina and Novick 2009). 

Therefore, work performed for this thesis aims to determine the Ypt1 and Ypt31 

localization within the Golgi, determine any coordination between Ypt1 and Ypt31, and 

determine the relationship of these GTPases with Golgi sub-compartments.   

 

C. TRAPP complex 
 

i. TRAPP composition 
 
 TRAPP was originally identified as a protein complex that mediates ER-to-Golgi 

traffic (Sacher et al. 2000). The TRAPP complex is comprised of multiple protein 

subunits, which assemble to become three different TRAPP complexes. The core 

TRAPP components found in all three complexes consist of the essential Trs23, Trs31, 

Bet5, and two subunits of Bet3 (Cai et al. 2008). These four core subunits are 

necessary and sufficient for the GEF activity on Ypt1 (Jones et al. 2000, Wang, Sacher, 

and Ferro-Novick 2000). Pull-down studies suggest that TRAPPI contains the core 

TRAPP components with the addition of Trs20 and Trs33 (Kim et al. 2006). However, 

the roles of Trs20 and Trs33 in TRAPPI have yet to be shown. TRAPPIII contains the 

core TRAPP complex with the addition of Trs20 and Trs85, which targets the complex 

to autophagic pathways (Lynch-Day et al. 2010, Lipatova et al. 2012). Trs20 recently 

was shown to be required for the addition of Trs85 to the complex (Taussig, Lipatova, 

and Segev 2014). TRAPPII contains all the TRAPPI subunits with the addition of 

TRAPPII-specific subunits, Trs130, Trs120, and Trs65. Either Trs65 or Trs33 is required 

for the assembly of TRAPPII in vivo (Tokarev et al. 2009). Again, Trs20 was shown to 
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be required for interaction of TRAPPI with Trs20 to form TRAPPII which will be 

discussed in Chapter 2 of this thesis (Taussig et al. 2013). The structure of TRAPPII 

purified from yeast cell lysates was found to exist as a dimer where TRAPPII specific 

subunits are inserted between two complete TRAPPI complexes. With the deletion of 

the non-essential Trs65, the dimer was not detected in cell lysates (Yip, Berscheminski, 

and Walz 2010). The composition and approximate placement of the subunits in the 

three TRAPP complexes are modeled in Figure 3.  
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Figure 3. Yeast TRAPP complexes. TRAPPI, TRAPPII, and TRAPPIII are depicted 
here with their general composition. Numbers stand for TrsN, except for Bet3 and Bet5.   
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ii. TRAPP as a Ypt GEF 
 
 The idea that the TRAPP complex acts as a Ypt/Rab GEF is broadly accepted in 

the field, however, the GEF substrates of the individual TRAPP complexes are still 

disputed. In vitro studies show that TRAPPI has specific GEF activity for Ypt1 in ER to 

Golgi transport (Jones et al. 2000, Wang, Sacher, and Ferro-Novick 2000). However, 

there is a dispute on the specificity of the GEF activity of TRAPPII. Using biochemical 

and genetic approaches, the addition of TRAPPII specific subunits to TRAPPI was 

shown to switch GEF activity of TRAPP from Ypt1 to Ypt31/32 (Morozova et al. 2006). 

Studies from another group dispute this finding and conclude that TRAPPII is a GEF for 

Ypt1. That conclusion is based on mainly negative results described below. First, 

purified TRAPPII does not show any GEF activity on Ypt31/32 (Wang and Ferro-Novick 

2002).  Second, GST-Ypt31 or GST-Ypt32 was unable to pull-down any TRAPPII 

subunits. In this same study these authors make the argument that the addition of 

TRAPPII subunits does not change the structural face of GEF-Ypt binding or interaction. 

They draw the conclusion that TRAPPII must have GEF activity on Ypt1 as does 

TRAPPI (Yip, Berscheminski, and Walz 2010). The third argument for Ypt1 as the target 

of TRAPPII GEF activity is due to the placement of Ypt1 at the late Golgi (Sclafani et al. 

2010). The views of the Segev lab about these arguments are as follows. The lack of 

evidence shown by the in vitro experiments can be due to the TRAPP complex 

structural changes during purification. Purification causes oligomerization and changes 

in complex size, which also affects the surface of the complex that binds the Ypt/Rab 

(Choi et al. 2011, Brunet et al. 2012, Brunet et al. 2013). Second, GST-Ypt31 and GST-

Ypt32 were used for the pull-down studies that did not isolate TRAPPII subunits from 
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the yeast lysate. As will be discussed in the approach, using tags on Ypts could alter 

their functionality. Studies done by the Segev lab found that GEF assays could not be 

performed on GST tagged Ypts, the tag had to be removed by thrombin cleavage prior 

to the assay (Jones et al. 1995, Jones et al. 2000). Finally, the placement of Ypt1 at the 

late Golgi will be addressed Chapter 2. 

 Based on the TRAPP complex GEF activity on Ypt1 and Ypt31/32, this complex 

is the ideal candidate to coordinate these two GTPases. I propose that conversion of 

TRAPPI to TRAPPII on the Golgi occurs, potentially in tandem with Golgi cisternal 

progression, to coordinate their sequential activation (Figure 4). Analysis of TRAPPI 

complexes in vivo is needed to examine this model. To initiate the study of the TRAPP 

complex in the Golgi, the localization of TRAPPII will be addressed in Chapter 3.  
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Figure 4. Golgi TRAPP complexes involved with the secretory pathway. TRAPPI is 
accepted as the GEF for Ypt1 for ER-to-Golgi transport. TRAPPII was shown to be the 
GEF for Ypt31/32, involved in vesicular exit from the late Golgi. However, the GEF 
activity of TRAPPII is disputed in the field.  
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D. Golgi compartmental dynamics 
 
 The Golgi is the modification and sorting organelle of the cell (Farquhar and 

Palade 1981). Once proteins reach the Golgi, they may be modified with 

oligosaccharides or cleaved to form the mature functional version of the protein. These 

proteins are then packaged in vesicles and shuttled to their destination (Glick and 

Nakano 2009). Traditionally, the Golgi has been thought to be a static organelle, with 

three distinct functional cisternae. Based on the allocation of Golgi enzymes to three 

cisternae, they were named cis, medial, and trans (Farquhar and Palade 1981, 

Goldberg and Kornfeld 1983, Nilsson, Au, and Bergeron 2009). The anterograde 

vesicular transport model describes ER-derived cargo entering the Golgi membrane on 

the cis-Golgi face, which is then shuttled from one compartment of the Golgi to the next 

until it exits out of the trans-Golgi. In this model, the Golgi compartments remain static 

and unchanging (Orci et al. 1997, Orci et al. 2000).  

 Unfortunately, these three sub-compartments of the Golgi are difficult to visually 

distinguish in the cell. The mammalian Golgi is formed into parallel stacks with a 

surrounding tubular network (Rambourg and Clermont 1990). In yeast, the individual 

Golgi cisternae are spread throughout the cell, allowing for easier visualization of the 

separate cisternae (Preuss et al. 1992). Using this advantage, two research groups 

were able to visualize Golgi dynamics in yeast and came to the conclusion that the 

Golgi is not a static organelle. These groups determined that ER-derived vesicles form 

the early Golgi compartment, which then matures to the late Golgi, before becoming 

dispersed to Golgi-derived vesicles (Losev et al. 2006, Matsuura-Tokita et al. 2006). In 

this model, termed Golgi maturation or cisternal progression, the cargo is not moved 
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from one compartment to the next. Instead, the enzymes that define the identity of the 

Golgi cisternae are recycled backwards to allow maturation of the earlier compartment.  

Not only did these groups find that this process can be visualized by live-cell 

microscopy, they also showed that the rate of cargo flow through the Golgi agree with 

the rate of Golgi maturation (Losev et al. 2006, Matsuura-Tokita et al. 2006). 

Additionally, two groups provide genetic evidence supporting the Golgi cisternal 

progression model. They conclude that the Arf1 GTPase and Cop1, the coat protein 

involved with intra-Golgi and retrograde transport, are necessary for proper maturation 

(Bhave et al. 2014, Papanikou et al. 2015). In this thesis, I aim to show the regulation of 

Golgi compartmental dynamics by Ypt1 and Ypt31 GTPases. 

 

E. Approach 

 To address the Ypt and TRAPP questions underlined in the sections before, I 

used a combination of approaches. Immunofluorescence, live-cell, and time-lapse 

microscopy, optimization of fluorescent tags, and BiFC design and optimization will be 

described in this section.  

i. Immunofluorescence, live-cell, and time-lapse microscopy 

 Immunofluorescence, IF, and live-cell microscopy has been performed for 

decades, however, these tools can be modified to answer new questions. In this 

section, I will describe how these three techniques were used for this thesis. 

 The benefits of using IF include the ability to visualize endogenous proteins, with 

no modifications and expression at their native levels. This is very beneficial in systems 

where small changes in protein levels or functionality alter the cell. In yeast and other 
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model systems with a cell wall, a drawback of using IF is that it requires the removal of 

the cell wall and fixation with formaldehyde in order to allow the protein of interest’s 

antibody to enter the cell to bind with its antigen. The process of fixation and cell wall 

removal may cause cellular damage, which may lead to incorrect experimental 

interpretation. Furthermore, since the cells are fixed, examination of protein movement 

and organelle dynamics cannot be done. Live-cell microscopy solves these issues by 

allowing visualization of fluorescently tagged protein in living cells. With light and 

confocal microscopy, visualization of yeast proteins can be accomplished efficiently. 

However, a drawback of using live-cell microscopy is the requirement of fluorescently 

labeled tags to be fused to the protein(s) of interest in order to visualize in vivo 

expression. Addition of these tags may alter cellular function, discussed below. In 

Chapter 2, I use both IF and live cell microscopy to determine the accurate localization 

of Ypt1 and Ypt31 in the Golgi. I also use a novel yeast technique of 3-color IF to 

visualize three proteins simultaneously in one cell. With this method, I visualized a 

yEGFP-tagged protein, an mRFP-tagged protein, and either Ypt1 or Ypt31 with its 

antibody and a secondary antibody with a far-red dye (see methods).  

 Once live-cell microscopy has been optimized for a set of proteins, fluorescent 

time-lapse microscopy can be performed. Fluorescence time-lapse microscopy is a 

powerful tool to study protein dynamics in yeast. Time-lapse microscopy refers 

obtaining a series of images over a passage of time. Rapid collection of images can be 

combined to produce a movie to follow proteins by fluorescent dots or puncta. There are 

experimental limitations that must be surpassed to obtain time-lapse movies (Rines et 

al. 2011). The major limitation is optimizing conditions while collecting the images. 
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There is a trade-off between lowering the excitation signal to prevent photo-bleaching, 

minimizing the signal-to-noise ratio, and lowering the image acquisition time to collect 

more frames per second. 

 First, the emission signal must be bright enough to follow the protein over several 

frames, if not sufficiently bright, higher levels of excitation signal must be used. 

However, with higher levels of excitation, more photo-bleaching occurs. Fluorophores 

become quenched, resulting in the signal not being detected after imaging several 

frames. To keep the signal-to-noise ratio low and prevent photo-bleaching, lower laser 

intensities can be used to excite the fluorophore. With this approach, more averaging of 

the image needs to be performed to remove background noise. However, with more 

averaging of the sample, the acquisition speed decreases and fewer frames are 

obtained per minute. To get effective time-lapse movies, the above conditions must be 

determined by trial and error for each protein. Previous studies performed by four 

research groups have been used as a starting point for the time-lapse analysis 

performed in Chapter 2 of this thesis (Matsuura-Tokita et al. 2006, Losev et al. 2006, 

Daboussi, Costaguta, and Payne 2012).  

ii. Optimizing fluorescent tags 

 The first fluorescent protein, FP, observed was the green fluorescent protein, 

GFP, found in jellyfish (Shimomura, Johnson, and Saiga 1962). To this day, it is still the 

brightest fluorophore available to use as a tag. However, many alternative FPs are also 

widely used. The red FPs, mRFP, mCherry, and dsRed are commonly used to examine 

the possible co-localization of a protein tagged with a red FP to another protein tagged 

with a green FP. There are also less widely used FPs, such as the yellow, YFP, family 
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and the cyan, CFP, family of fluorescent proteins. All of these fluorescent proteins are 

roughly the same size at approximately 25kDa but have different structural 

characteristics. Novel mutations in FP are continuously being characterized for 

prevention of dimerization or oligomerization, and allowing for faster folding, brighter 

and more stable signal (i.e. less quenching). 

 Studying intracellular signaling and its regulation in yeast has many advantages. 

The structural morphology of the Golgi has been discussed above. Additionally, the 

ease of genetic modifications allows for the proteins to be labeled with FP tags quickly 

and effectively. If a protein loses functionality once tagged, it is much simpler to attempt 

an alternative tag. This has proven useful when attempting FP tagging on Ypts. Since 

the function of the GTPase is dependent on its architecture, large bulky tags often lead 

to a lower or non-functioning protein. Also, the tail of the GTPase is lipidated and 

inserted into the vesicular membranes, therefore, the C-terminal end cannot be 

modified. One study demonstrated that mCherry-Ypt1 maintain functionality when 

expressed in a Ypt1 temperature sensitive mutant strain (Rivera-Molina and Novick 

2009). Although mCherry-Ypt1 was able to restore growth at restrictive temperatures 

when expressed with a temperature-sensitive Ypt1, our research determined that as a 

sole copy, mCherry-Ypt1 was non-functional, even at permissive temperature (see 

Chapter 2). To give the FP the best chance at functionality, yeast codon optimized FPs 

with the yE designation were used for the tagging of Ypt1 and Ypt31 (Sheff and Thorn 

2004). Even with the yEFPs, the only tagged Ypt1 that was demonstrated to be 

functional as a sole copy is yEVenus-Ypt1. For the other proteins tagged with FPs in 

this study, often several different tags were tested to determine the best signal.  
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iii. BiFC design and optimization 

 BiFC, bimolecular fluorescence complementation, is a technique developed by 

the Kerppola Lab to visualize two proteins with one fluorescent signal (Hu, Grinberg, 

and Kerppola 2005). This protein complementation assay takes advantage of the 

property of fluorescent proteins such as YFP and CFP, to be split and expressed as N-

terminal and C-terminal peptides. Each peptide by itself does not produce a fluorescent 

signal, but when in proximity to each other, proper folding occurs and produces a signal. 

The C-terminal tails of YFP and CFP have the same sequence, therefore the N-

terminus determines the color of the fluorophore (Hu, Grinberg, and Kerppola 2005). 

Thus, the C terminal Y/CFP tagged protein will fluoresce when adjacent to either the N-

terminal of YCP or YCP. This technique has been modified for multi-color BiFC 

experiments where 3 proteins can be viewed by 2 different fluorescent signals (Lipatova 

et al. 2012).  

 There are two limitations of the BiFC technique. The first is that the fluorescent 

protein halves cannot dis-assemble once folded. If the protein interaction or close 

localization is transitory, BiFC will force the attached proteins to remain together. It is 

possible to get a positive BiFC interaction without direct protein-protein interactions as 

proteins halves can reconstitute the fluorophore a distances above 7nm or 70 

angstroms (Hu, Grinberg, and Kerppola 2005, Kerppola 2008). Therefore, any 

conclusions about interactions or complex formation can only be determined by BiFC 

with proper controls and should also be supported with other methods of detection 

(Lipatova, Kim, and Segev 2015).  
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 With my help, the Segev lab optimized BiFC plasmids for use in yeast, described 

in a methods paper for which I am an author (Lipatova, Kim, and Segev 2015). First, the 

YFP/CFP split fragments were taken from yeast optimized FPs, yEVenus and yECFP. 

The length of the fragments was also adjusted to allow better assembly of the 

fluorophore. To allow flexibility to tag the BiFC fragment at either end of the protein of 

interest, plasmids were designed to allow both C-terminal and N terminal tagging. This 

allows proteins such as Ypts to be studied using BiFC, because they can only be 

tagged on their N-terminus (see above). To allow for multiple plasmids to be expressed 

in yeast, plasmids were also constructed with three different auxotrophic markers, 

URA3, LEU2, and HIS3 (Lipatova, Kim, and Segev 2015). These optimized plasmids 

were used for the BiFC analysis performed in Chapter 3 as well as other studies 

performed by the Segev Lab (Lipatova et al. 2013, Taussig et al. 2013).  

 

F. Significance 

 As described earlier, Rab GTPases and the TRAPP complex regulate 

intracellular transport in human cells. These processes are vital for cellular health. 

Accordingly, it is not surprising that many human diseases have links with intracellular 

trafficking in general, and in particular with Rabs and the TRAPP complex. This section 

will highlight Rab1, Rab11, and the mammalian TRAPP, mTRAPP, related disorders. 

Due to the conservation between yeast and human Ypt/Rabs and TRAPP subunits and 

their importance for cell survival, it is expected that studies on the regulation of 

trafficking will be extremely useful for diagnostics and therapeutic targets for the future. 
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i. Rab1 

 Rab1 is the human homolog of Ypt1 also implicated in ER-to-Golgi transport. 

Due to its fundamental role of regulating ER-to-Golgi transport, Rab1 is implicated in 

many human disorders.  

 Cancer- The term cancer describes any disease where cells divide 

uncontrollably, by unregulated cell growth. In cancer cells, many genes and proteins are 

mis-regulated which leads to continuous growth and avoidance of cell death (Hanahan 

and Weinberg 2000). As GTPases have regulatory roles, it’s not surprising to find that 

Rab expression levels are altered in cancerous cells. Rab1 specifically is overexpressed 

in various cancer cells (Calvo et al. 2002, Cheng et al. 2004, Shimada et al. 2005). 

Recently, a group found that Rab1a can act as an oncogene by activating the mTOR 

complex, which is a growth controller in eukaryotes (Xu et al. 2015, Thomas et al. 

2014). 

 Parkinson’s- Parkinson’s disease is a neurodegenerative condition where mis-

folded α-synuclein accumulates to form Lewy bodies (Beitz 2014). The normal function 

of α-synuclein is not known and neither is it known why an accumulation of this protein 

leads to such a devastating condition. A study by Cooper et. al, (2006) finds that when 

α-synuclein is expressed in yeast, ER-to-Golgi transport is blocked. This lethality can be 

rescued by over-expression of Ypt1. Additionally, elevated Rab1 expression was found 

to protect dopaminergic neuron loss in animal models of Parkinson’s (Cooper et al. 

2006). The potential rationale for this finding is that the build-up of α-synuclein causes 

ER-stress and strain on the ER-phagy pathway found to be regulated by Ypt1 (Lipatova 

et al. 2013, Lipatova and Segev 2015). 
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ii. Rab11 

 Cancer- As with Rab1, Rab11 is also shown to be associated with cancer. Unlike 

with Rab1, Rab11 expression levels are not altered in cancer cells. However, a 

suggested Rab11 GAP was found to be an oncogene and a Rab11 effector shows 

patterns of over-expression (Westlake et al. 2007, Zhang et al. 2009, Chung et al. 

2014). 

 Huntington’s- Huntington’s disease is a neurodegenerative disorder caused by a 

region of the huntingtin gene. This region contains CAG repeats, which code for 

glutamines in the protein. The CAG repeats 36-120 times in patients with the disorder, 

compared to 10-35 times in non-affected individuals. More repeats correspond to higher 

levels of toxicity to neuronal cells (Landles and Bates 2004). Similar to the α-synuclein 

protein mentioned for Parkinson’s disease, the function of the huntingtin protein is still 

unknown. Rab11 was found to be associated with the huntingtin protein through its GEF 

(Li et al. 2008). Also, recycling of the glutamate transporter in endosomes by Rab11 is 

shown to be impaired with a mutant huntingtin protein, and Rab11 over-expression is 

found to rescue neuronal cell death (Richards et al. 2011). Another study found that 

Rab11 regulates synaptic vesicle size that reduces defects caused by mutant huntingtin 

(Giorgini and Steinert 2013).  

 Alzheimer’s- As another neurodegenerative disorder, Alzheimer’s is described as 

an accumulation of amyloid precursor protein, APP, cleavage product into extracellular 

plaques (Hardy 2006). Rab11 was shown to regulate the endosomal recycling of the 

enzyme responsible for cleavage of APP to affect formation of the disease associated 

cleavage product (Udayar et al. 2013, Buggia-Prevot et al. 2014).  
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 Multiple sclerosis- Also called MS, multiple sclerosis is an autoimmune disease 

where the immune system damages the myelin coat of nerve cells in the brain and 

spinal cord (Goldenberg 2012). The cause of MS is not known, but genetics and 

environmental conditions are thought to contribute to the disease. Mutations in the GAP 

of Rab11, EVI5, have found to be associated with MS (Dabbeekeh et al. 2007, 

Hoppenbrouwers et al. 2008).  

 Cystic fibrosis- Cystic fibrosis is an inherited disease caused by a mutation in the 

CFTR gene. The CFTR gene product is a PM anion channel (Rosenstein and Cutting 

1998). Overexpression of Rab11 leads to an increased amount of CFTR at the PM 

while knockdown by RNAi causes reduced CFTR activity at the plasma membrane 

(Gentzsch et al. 2004, Silvis et al. 2009).  

 Diabetes- Diabetes is a group of diseases that results in high levels of blood 

glucose. Although there are several causes of diabetes, the glucose transporter, GLUT4 

has been a target of treatment. The transporter functions at the PM and gets recycled to 

GLUT4 vesicles (Huang and Czech 2007). Rab11, already known to have a role in 

vesicular recycling, has been shown to be important for proper localization of GLUT4 in 

the following studies. Rab11 was found with GLUT4 in subcellular fractionation assays 

from rat cardiac muscle cells (Kessler et al. 2000). Overexpression or knockdown of 

Rab11 has shown changes in GLUT4 localization to either the GLUT4 vesicles or 

plasma membrane, respectively (Zeigerer et al. 2002, Schwenk, Luiken, and Eckel 

2007).  
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iii. mTRAPP  

 Mutations in TRAPP subunits have been implicated in many human diseases 

(Brunet and Sacher 2014, Kim, Lipatova, and Segev 2016). The subunits of the yeast 

TRAPP complexes were described above and all have human homologs. However, 

there are mTRAPP subunits in humans with no yeast homolog. For this thesis, each 

mTRAPP subunit is not described in depth, but is mentioned for the disorder with which 

they are associated. mTRAPP subunits are named TrappCN with N ranging from 1 to 

12 (Brunet and Sacher 2014).  

 Spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia tarda, SEDT- Four mutations in TrappC2, also 

called SEDL/Sedlin and homolog to yeast Trs20, cause an X-linked recessive disorder, 

SEDT. This disorder is characterized by skeletal tissue abnormalities, with early onset 

osteoarthritis. Very little is known about the cellular function of TrappC2, but analysis 

has revealed that the mutations disrupt proper protein folding, interactions, and TRAPP 

complex integrity. A more recent study determined that collagen secretion was inhibited 

in TrappC2 depleted cells (Venditti et al. 2012). One of the four mutations, D47Y, is a 

substitution of an amino acid that will be discussed in Chapter 3. 

 Cancer- As with Rab1 and Rab11, mTRAPP is also implicated in cancer. 

TrappC4 has been linked with tumorigenesis in colorectal cancer through interaction 

with the ERK2 MAP kinase in it’s signaling pathway. Overexpression of TRAPPC4 

increased cell growth and viability. Depletion of TrappC4 caused cell growth 

suppression and apoptosis (Zhao et al. 2011). TrappC9 has also been reported to 

meditate tumorigenesis of cancer cells through interaction with the transcriptional factor 
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Nuclear Factor kappa B. This transcriptional factor is found to have elevated activity in 

many types of human cancer (Zhang et al. 2015). 

 Alzheimer’s- Discussed earlier, Rab11 is implicated with Alzheimer’s disease. 

Reports found that TRAPPC6 is also associated in this disease (Hamilton et al. 2011, 

Chang et al. 2015). An isoform of TrappC6 contains an internal deletion of 14 amino 

acids. This specific isoform is found with Alzheimer’s patients and becomes aggregated, 

leading to aggregation of Alzheimer’s disease specific proteins or peptides (Chang et al. 

2015).  

 Other newly added TRAPP related-disorders include a prospective link for 

miscarriage and the levels of TrappC2 (Wen et al. 2015). Also, there is a possible 

connection between TrappC9 mutations and neurological disorders such as autism and 

schizophrenia (Khattak and Mir 2014, McCarthy et al. 2014). 
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CHAPTER 2. REGULATION OF GOLGI CISTERNAL PROGRESSION BY 

YPT/RAB GTPASES  

The data presented in this chapter is taken verbatim from a publication where I am the 

first author (Kim et al. 2016). I produced all figures in this chapter with the following 

exceptions:  

 

Figure 6  

A-C: Zhanna Lipatova 

 

Figure 11 

A-B: Uddalak Majumdar 

 

Figure 12 

A-B: Uddalak Majumdar 
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A. Abstract  

Current models entail that transport through the Golgi — the main sorting compartment 

of the cell — occurs via cisternal progression/maturation, and that Ypt/Rab GTPases 

regulate this process.  However, there is very limited evidence that cisternal progression 

is regulated, and no evidence for involvement of Ypt/Rab GTPases in such a regulation.  

Moreover, controversy about the placement of two of the founding members of the 

Ypt/Rab family, Ypt1 and Ypt31, to specific Golgi cisternae interferes with addressing 

this question in yeast, where cisternal progression has been extensively studied.  Here, 

we establish the localization of Ypt1 and Ypt31 to opposite faces of the Golgi, early and 

late, respectively.  Moreover, we show that they partially overlap on a transitional 

compartment.  Finally, we determine that changes in Ypt1 and Ypt31 activity affect 

Golgi cisternal progression, early-to-transitional and transitional-to-late, respectively.  

These results show that Ypt/Rab GTPases regulate two separate steps of Golgi 

cisternal progression.        
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B. Introduction  

 In the exocytic pathway, cargo is transported from the endoplasmic 

reticulum (ER), through the Golgi, to the plasma membrane (PM), whereas in the 

endocytic pathway, cargo is transported from the PM through endosomes to the 

lysosome, a major degradative compartment.  The Golgi is the major sorting 

compartment of the cell.  At its entry side, cis, cargo from the ER is sorted for forward 

and retrograde transport.  At its exit side, trans, cargo is sorted for secretion to the PM 

or for delivery to endosomal compartments.  Traditionally, the Golgi is considered to 

have three-stacked functional cisternae, cis, medial and trans, and two networks on 

each side (Shorter and Warren 2002).  While a number of models exist regarding 

transport through the Golgi, the current view is that Golgi cisternae are transient, and 

forward transport probably occurs through cisternal progression/maturation (Glick and 

Luini 2011).  The question is what regulates Golgi cisternal progression?     

In budding yeast, the Golgi cisternae are not stacked but dispersed, which 

provides a convenient model system for studying cisternal maturation (Suda and 

Nakano 2012).  Markers are established for the early (cis) and late (trans) 

compartments of the yeast Golgi, whereas the nature of the intermediate compartment 

is not clear (Papanikou and Glick 2014). Here, we propose that the intermediate Golgi 

cisterna is a transitional compartment on which early and late Golgi markers coincide.   

Evidence for Golgi cisternal progression comes mostly from yeast and is based 

on observing dynamic switching of early and late Golgi markers on individual cisternae 

using time-lapse live-cell microscopy (Losev et al. 2006, Matsuura-Tokita et al. 2006).  

However, information about the mechanisms and regulation of Golgi cisternal 
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progression is very scarce.  Recently, a role for Arf1 GTPase, a component of COPI 

vesicles, was proposed in early-to-late Golgi transition, based on slower Golgi 

maturation in arf1∆ mutant cells (Bhave et al. 2014).  While Ypt/Rab GTPases were 

proposed to play a role in this process (Glick and Luini 2011, Suda and Nakano 2012), 

there is currently no experimental data supporting this idea.  Here, we provide evidence 

that Ypt/Rabs regulate Golgi cisternal progression. 

The conserved Ypt/Rab GTPases regulate all vesicle-mediated transport steps of 

the exocytic (secretory) and endocytic pathways.  These GTPases are stimulated by 

nucleotide exchangers termed GEFs and, when in the GTP-bound form, interact with 

their multiple downstream effectors.  These effectors then mediate the multiple steps of 

vesicular transport, from vesicle formation and motility to their tethering and fusion with 

the acceptor compartment (Segev 2001a).  Recently, Ypt/Rab GTPases have also 

emerged as candidates for coordination of intra-cellular transport steps, with Ypt/Rab 

cascades or conversion as an example of coordination that drive compartment 

maturation (Segev 2011).  An open question in the field is the nature of Ypt/Rab 

specificity: Are they specific to a particular transport pathway and/or a cellular 

organelle? 

Our previous work has established that in budding yeast, two Ypts regulate Golgi 

entry and exit: Ypt1 regulates ER-to-cis Golgi transport and the functional pair 

Ypt31/Ypt32 regulates trans Golgi-to-PM transport (Jedd, Mulholland, and Segev 1997, 

Jedd et al. 1995, Segev 1991).  The human functional homolog of Ypt1, Rab1, also 

regulates ER-to-Golgi transport (Haubruck et al. 1989, Pind et al. 1994).  
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While Ypt/Rab GTPases are considered to be specific to cellular compartments 

(Pfeffer 2005, Pfeffer 2013, Zerial and McBride 2001), currently there is controversy 

about the localization and function of Ypt1 and Ypt31/32 and their GEFs, the TRAPP 

complexes.  Based on our cumulative data, we proposed that TRAPP I acts as the GEF 

for Ypt1 to regulate ER-to-Golgi traffic and TRAPP II stimulates Ypt31/32 to mediate 

traffic at the trans Golgi (Lipatova et al. 2015).  However, based on ~60% co-localization 

of mCherry-tagged Ypt1 with Sec7, which is considered a late-Golgi marker (Sclafani et 

al. 2010, Suda et al. 2013), assignment of a role for Ypt1 in late Golgi (Sclafani et al. 

2010), and different specificity of GEF activity assays (Cai et al. 2008), a different view 

exists in the field.  This view entails that both TRAPP I and TRAPP II complexes act as 

Ypt1 GEFs and Ypt1 acts throughout the Golgi (Barrowman et al. 2010).  We have 

recently shown that Ypt1 does not function at the late Golgi (Lipatova et al. 2013), and 

here we address its Golgi distribution compared to that of Ypt31/32.  The uncertainty 

about the placement of Ypt1 and Ypt31 to specific Golgi cisternae hampered the ability 

to determine their possible role in cisternal progression in yeast, where cisternal 

progression was extensively studied (Suda and Nakano 2012).  

Here, we define a set of markers for the early and late Golgi cisternae, determine 

their co-localization with the Ypts, and test the effect of altering the level and/or activity 

of the Ypts on the co-localization of the Golgi markers with each other.  Our localization 

analysis provides evidence that Ypt1 and Ypt31 exhibit inverse polarization on the Golgi 

and overlap on a transitional compartment supporting the Ypt/Rab compartment 

specificity idea.  The activity alteration analysis provides evidence for a role of Ypt/Rab 

GTPases in Golgi cisternal progression.    
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C. Results 

 i) Establishing marker pairs for early and late Golgi cisternae  

To determine the distribution of Ypt1 and Ypt31 on the Golgi, we first established 

a set of four markers; we used two markers for each side of the Golgi: a vesicle coat 

subunit and an integral-membrane or membrane-associated protein.  For the early 

Golgi, we used Cop1, a subunit of the COPI vesicle coat that mediates retrograde Golgi 

to ER transport, and Vrg4, an integral membrane GDP-mannose transporter with a role 

in glycosylation.  Fluorescently tagged Cop1 and Vrg4 were used previously as markers 

for early Golgi (Huh et al. 2003, Losev et al. 2006).  For the late Golgi we used Sec7, a 

membrane-associated Arf GEF, and Chc1, the heavy chain subunit of the clathrin 

vesicle coat.  Fluorescently tagged Sec7 and Chc1 were previously used as markers for 

the late Golgi (Huh et al. 2003, Losev et al. 2006, Matsuura-Tokita et al. 2006).   

When tagged with GFP, there are twice more puncta per cell for vesicle-coat 

subunits, Cop1 and Chc1 (~15), than for Golgi membrane proteins, Vrg4 and Sec7 (~7-

8)(Figure 5A and B). This supports the idea that vesicle-coat proteins exist both on the 

Golgi and on vesicles, and agrees with the estimate of 6-10 early and late Golgi 

cisternae (Papanikou and Glick 2009).       

The four Golgi markers were tagged at their C-termini with GFP or RFP and their 

co-localization with each other in different combinations was determined by live-cell 

confocal microscopy (Figure 5). As expected, the two early Golgi markers, Cop1 and 

Vrg4, exhibited 90% co-localization, and the two late Golgi markers, Sec7 and Chc1, 

showed >80% co-localization.  The co-localization of early and late markers was ~10-
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15% (Figure5G).  We propose that the co-localization of early and late Golgi markers 

reflects their transient overlap on a transitional cisterna as discussed below.     

 ii) Polarized localization of Ypt1 and Ypt31 to early and late Golgi, 

respectively 

To compare the distribution of Ypt1 and Ypt31 on the Golgi cisternae, we used 

live-cell and immuno-fluorescence (IF) microscopy.  For live-cell microscopy, the two 

Ypts were tagged with a fluorescent moiety at their N, but not C-termini, because the 

latter has to be lipidated for membrane attachment and functionality (Segev 2001b).  

For this analysis, we wished to use tagged versions of Ypt1 and Ypt31 expressed from 

a CEN plasmid under their own promoter and terminator, which are capable of 

functioning as a sole copy.  To determine functionality, the ability of a tagged Ypt 

expressed from a plasmid to support the growth of cells deleted for their endogenous 

Ypt, and carrying a URA3 plasmid for expression of untagged Ypt1, was tested using 

the 5FOA assay.  For Ypt1, we tested two versions: mCherry-Ypt1, whose localization 

was reported by Sclafani et al. (Sclafani et al. 2010) and Ypt1 tagged with yeast codon-

optimized enhanced Venus (yEVenus), yEVenus-Ypt1.  Both versions show clear 

fluorescent puncta when expressed in cells that also express endogenous Ypt1 (Figure 

6A). However, the functionality assay showed that whereas yEVenus-Ypt1 could 

support cell growth as a sole Ypt1 copy, mCherry-Ypt1 could not do that (Figure 6B).  

Ypt31 tagged with yeast codon-optimized enhanced GFP (yEGFP), yEGFP-Ypt31, 

could function as a sole Ypt31/32 copy in cells deleted for both Ypt31 and Ypt32 (Figure 

6C). 
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Figure 5.  Co-localization pattern of early and late Golgi markers.  Four Golgi 
markers were tagged with GFP or RFP at their C-termini at their endogenous loci and 
visualized using live-cell confocal microscopy.  A. Bar graph showing the number of 
GFP-tagged Golgi markers per cell. There are more puncta of vesicle subunit proteins 
(14-15) than Golgi membrane proteins (7-8) even though they are tagged with GFP and 
yEGFP, respectively.  B. Table showing quantification from two independent 
experiments used for panel A.  C-H: Co-localization of marker pairs was determined as 
follows: C. Early Golgi markers Cop1-mRFP with Vrg4-yEGFP; D. Early Golgi marker 
Cop1-mRFP with late Golgi markers Sec7-yEGFP or Chc1-GFP; E. Late Golgi marker 
Chc1-mRFP with early Golgi markers Vrg4-yEGFP and Cop1-GFP; and F. Late Golgi 
markers Sec7-yEGFP and Chc1-mRFP.  C-F, Shown from left to right: DIC, GFP, RFP, 
merge (yellow).  White arrows point to co-localized signal.  Bar, 5 µm.  G. Diagram 
showing the relative distribution of Golgi markers used here.  Whereas the ~90% of the 
two early markers and ~80% of the late markers co-localize with each other, early and 
late markers exhibit only 10-15% co-localization.  H. Table showing quantification from 
two independent experiments for panels C-F, bolded numbers were used for the 
diagram in panel G (asterisk in G is an average of values marked by asterisks in H.  
Error bars and +/- represent STDEV.   
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Figure 6. Functionality of fluorescently tagged Ypt1 and Ypt31. A. Both yEVenus-
Ypt1 and mCherry-Ypt1 show punctate fluorescence signal.  Cells expressing the 
fluorescently tagged Ypt1 proteins from a CEN plasmid were visualized by live-cell 
microscopy.  Shown are: DIC (left) and yEVenus-Ypt1 or mCherry-Ypt1 (right).  Bar 
5 mm.  B. yEVenus-Ypt1, but not mCherry-Ypt1, is functional as a sole copy.  Cells 
carrying ypt1∆ on the chromosome and expressing YPT1 from a CEN URA3 plasmid 
were transformed with a CEN LEU2 plasmid expressing Ypt1 from it own promoter and 
terminator (from top to bottom):  Ø (empty vector control), Ypt1, yEVenus-Ypt1 (Ypt1 
tagged at its N-terminus with yeast-codon-optimized enhanced Venus), or mCherry-
Ypt1.  Growth of transformants is shown on SD-Ura-Leu (left), and the ability of cells to 
lose the URA3 plasmid is shown on SD-Leu+5FOA (right).  Whereas Ypt1 and 
yEVenus-Ypt1 are functional, mCherry-Ypt1 is not.  C. yEGFP-Ypt31 is functional as a 
sole copy.  Cells carrying ypt31∆ ypt32∆ on the chromosome and expressing YPT31 
from a CEN URA3 plasmid were transformed with a CEN LEU2 plasmid expressing 
Ypt31 from its own promoter and terminator (from top to bottom): Ø (empty vector 
control), Ypt31, yEGFP-Ypt31 (Ypt31 tagged at its N-terminus with yeast-codon-
optimized enhanced GFP).  Growth of transformants is shown on SD-Ura-Leu (left), and 
the ability to lose the URA3 plasmid is shown on SD-Leu+5FOA (right).  Both Ypt31 and 
yEGFP-Ypt31 can support cell growth.  Results shown in this figure represent at least 
two independent experiments.  D. Table shows quantifications from two independent 
experiments of total number of puncta of Ypt1 and Ypt31 per cell by live-cell 
microscopy.   
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The co-localization of yEVenus-Ypt1 with red Golgi cisternal markers, Cop1-

mRFP, Sec7-mCherry, and Chc1-mRFP, was determined using live-cell microscopy 

(Vrg4 tagged with a red fluorescent moiety was too dim for this analysis).  The highest 

co-localization of the yVenus-Ypt1 was with the early Golgi Cop1 (>85%), ~60% co-

localized with Sec7, and <15% co-localized with the late Golgi marker Chc1 (Figure 7A 

and 7C). IF microscopy showed a similar distribution pattern, with the highest co-

localization of Ypt1 with the early Golgi markers Cop1 and Vrg4 (~70 and 60%, 

respectively), ~40% with Sec7 and <15% with Chc1 (Figure 7B and 7C). While the 

polarized localization of the Ypt1 to the early Golgi is similar in both the live-cell and IF 

microscopy, the levels of co-localization are higher in the live-cell microscopy (also true 

for Ypt31, see below).  We interpret this phenomenon to be the result of higher levels of 

Ypts expressed from a plasmid than their endogenous level (see below). 

The co-localization of Ypt1 with Sec7 was previously taken as evidence for the 

presence of Ypt1 on late Golgi (Sclafani et al. 2010).  To better understand this 

observation, the co-localization of Ypt1 with Sec7 was further analyzed using three-

color IF microscopy using anti-Ypt1 antibody and Sec7-yEGFP, with the third color 

being mRFP-tagged Cop1 or Chc1 (Figure 8A-B). The pairwise co-localization patterns 

in the triple-color analyses were similar to those observed in the double-color analyses, 

albeit with lower levels: ~55% of the Ypt1 puncta co-localize with Cop1, ~25% with Sec7 

and 12% with Chc1 (Figure 8C). Therefore, the triple-color IF corroborates the double-

color IF observation that Ypt1 co-localizes best with the early Golgi marker Cop1, less 

with Sec7, and very little with Chc1.  Similarly, the triple-color IF corroborates the 

double-color IF observation that Sec7 co-localizes mostly with Chc1, less with Ypt1, and 
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very little with Cop1 (Figure 8D).  Analyses of triple-color IF indicate that the Ypt1-Sec7 

puncta also contain Cop1 and/or Chc1 (Figure 8E).  Even though only a small fraction of 

Sec7 co-localizes with Cop1 (~15%), Ypt1 completely overlaps with this compartment.  

Similarly, even though only a small fraction of Ypt1 co-localizes with Chc1 (~15%), Sec7 

completely overlaps with this compartment (Figure 8F). Thus, we propose that the co-

localization of Ypt1 with Sec7 represents localization of Ypt1 to a transitional 

compartment marked by Sec7, Cop1 and/or Chc1, and not to late Golgi marked only by 

Sec7 and Chc1.               

The co-localization of Ypt31 with Golgi cisternal markers was also determined 

using live-cell and IF microscopy.  In live-cell microscopy analysis, yEGFP-Ypt31, 

expressed from a CEN plasmid, showed >90 and >75% co-localization with the late 

Golgi markers Sec7 and Chc1, respectively, and <15% co-localization with the early 

Golgi marker Cop1 (Figure 9A and 9C). The IF microcopy showed a co-localization 

pattern similar to that of the live-cell microscopy, with lower numbers: ~60% with the late 

Golgi markers Sec7 and Chc1, 25% with Vrg4 and <5% with Cop1 (Figure 9B and 9C). 

Together, this localization analysis establishes that Ypt1 and Ypt31 are polarized 

to opposite sides of the Golgi, early and late, respectively (Figure 10A). 
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Figure 7.  Polarized distribution of Ypt1 from early to late Golgi.  A. Co-localization 
of Ypt1 using live cell microscopy.  Cells expressing a Golgi marker tagged with red 
fluorescence were transformed with a CEN plasmid for expression of yEVenus-Ypt1.  
Co-localization was determined using live-cell confocal microscopy.  The Golgi markers 
shown from top to bottom: Cop1-mRFP, Sec7-mCherry and Chc1-mRFP.  Shown from 
left to right: DIC, Ypt1 (green), Golgi marker (red) and merge (yellow).  B. Co-
localization of Ypt1 using IF microscopy.  Cells expressing fluorescently tagged Golgi 
markers were processed for IF analysis using anti-Ypt1 antibodies.  The secondary 
antibody was conjugated with green (FITC) or red (Texas Red) fluorescent dye 
depending on the tag of the Golgi marker.  Co-localization was determined using 
confocal microscopy.  Shown from left to right: DIC, Ypt1, Golgi marker and merge 
(yellow).  Top panels: Red Golgi markers Cop1-mRFP and Chc1-mRFP.  Bottom 
panels:  Green Golgi markers Vrg4-yEGFP and Sec7-yEGFP.  For panels A-B: White 
arrows point to co-localized signals; Bar, 5 µm.  C. Bar graph summarizing the 
quantification of Ypt1 co-localization with the different Golgi markers using live-cell 
(panel A, grey bars) and IF (panel B, white bars) microscopy. Left to right: Ypt1 co-
localize with decreasing frequencies with Cop1, Vrg4, Sec7 and Chc1.  D. Table shows 
quantification from two independent experiments of panels A-B; bolded numbers were 
used for graph in panel C.  Error bars represent STDEV.     
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Figure 8.  Distribution of Ypt1 on the Golgi using three-color IF microscopy.    
A. Three-color fluorescence microscopy of Sec7, Ypt1 and Cop1.  IF microscopy was 
performed with cells expressing Sec7-yEGFP and Cop1-mRFP, using anti-Ypt1 
antibodies (secondary antibodies conjugated with α-Alexa-fluor 647, false colored blue).  
B. Three-color fluorescence microscopy of Sec7, Ypt1 and Chc1.  IF microscopy was 
preformed with cells expressing Sec7-yEGFP and Chc1-mRFP, using anti-Ypt1 
antibodies (secondary antibodies conjugated with α-Alexa-fluor 647, false colored blue).  
A-B, shown from top to bottom: 3 pairwise co-localizations (single colors, and 2-color 
merge: magenta for red and blue; cyan for green and blue; yellow for red and green), 
DIC and 3-color merge (white).  White arrows point to co-localized signal in the 2-color 
merge; bar, 5µm.  C. Ypt1 co-localizes mostly with Cop1.  Pairwise co-localization of 
Ypt1 (%) with the Golgi markers is compared between two-color (from Figure 2, white 
bars) and three-color (this figure, grey bars) IF analyses.  The two analyses show 
similar co-localization patterns.  D. Increasing co-localization levels of Sec7 with Cop1, 
Ypt1 and Chc1.  Pairwise co-localization of Sec7 (%) with the Cop1, Ypt1 and Chc1 is 
compared between two-color (from Figure 5 and Figure 7, white bars) and three-color 
(from this figure, grey bars) microscopy analyses.  The two analyses show similar co-
localization patterns.   E. Ypt1-Sec7 puncta co-localize with Cop1 or Chc1.  Three-color 
analysis shows that 47 and 60% of the Ypt1-Sec7 puncta also contain Cop1 and Chc1, 
respectively.  F. Ypt1-Sec7: The slight co-localization of Sec7 with Cop1 and Ypt1 with 
Chc1 (~15%, striped bars in panels C and D, respectively) fully overlaps the other 
protein, Ypt1 and Sec7, respectively.  Three-color analyses of Sec7-Cop1 with Ypt1 and 
Ypt1-Chc1 with Sec7 were performed. White bars show pairwise co-localization and 
grey bars show triple co-localization with the third marker: Ypt1 (left) and Sec7 (right).  
Error bars represent STDEV.  Quantifications from two independent experiments are 
detailed in Table 1. 
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Table I.  Distribution of Ypt1 on the Golgi using three-color IF microscopy (related 
to Figure 8).  
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Figure 9. Polarized distribution of Ypt31 towards the late Golgi.  A. Co-localization 
of Ypt31 using live cell microscopy.  Cells expressing a Golgi marker tagged with red 
fluorescence were transformed with a CEN plasmid for expression of yEGFP-Ypt31.  
Co-localization was determined using live-cell confocal microscopy.  The Golgi markers 
shown from top to bottom: Cop1-mRFP, Sec7-mCherry and Chc1-mRFP.  Shown from 
left to right: DIC, Ypt31 (green), Golgi marker (red) and merge (yellow).  B. Co-
localization of Ypt31 using IF microscopy.  Cells expressing fluorescently tagged Golgi 
markers were processed for IF analysis using anti-Ypt31 antibodies.  The secondary 
antibody was conjugated with green (FITC) or red (Texas Red) fluorescent dye 
depending on the tag of the Golgi marker.  Co-localization was determined using 
confocal microscopy.  Shown from left to right: DIC, Ypt31, Golgi marker and merge 
(yellow).  Top panels: Red Golgi markers Cop1-mRFP and Chc1-mRFP.  Bottom 
panels:  Green Golgi markers Vrg4-yEGFP and Sec7-yEGFP.  For panels A-B: white 
arrows point to co-localized signals; Bar, 5 µm.  C. Bar graph summarizing the 
quantification of Ypt31 co-localization with the different Golgi markers using live-cell 
(panel A, grey bars) and IF (panel B, white bars) microscopy. Left to right: Ypt31 co-
localize in increasing frequencies with Cop1, Vrg4, Sec7 and Chc1.  D. Table shows 
quantification from two independent experiments for panels A-B; bolded numbers were 
used for graph in panel C.  Error bars represent STDEV.     
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 iii) Ypt1 and Ypt31 co-localize on the Sec7-marked Golgi cisterna.   

 The localization of Ypt1 and Ypt31 to the late and early Golgi compartments, 

respectively, is very low.  However, both Ypt1 and Ypt31 showed significant co-

localization with one Golgi marker, Sec7, 40% and 60%, respectively (by two-color IF, 

Figure 10A).  Therefore, we wished to determine whether the two Ypts co-localize with 

each other, and if they do, on which Golgi compartment it happens.    

Endogenous Ypt31 was tagged at its N-terminus with yEGFP in cells in which the 

YPT32 gene was deleted.  The localization of Ypt1 in these cells was determined using 

IF microscopy and anti-Ypt1 antibodies.  Approximately 20-25% of the Ypt1 and Ypt31 

puncta co-localized with each other (Figure 10B-C). To determine on which Golgi 

cisterna this co-localization occurs, three-color IF experiment was done in cells that also 

express Sec7-mRFP.  Approximately 95% of the puncta on which Ypt1 and Ypt31 co-

localized, also contained Sec7 (Figure 10D-E). This indicates that Ypt1 and Ypt31, 

which are polarized to the two sides of the Golgi, overlap on the Sec7 marked Golgi 

cisterna.  Based on these results and on the fact that all the Ypt1-Sec7 puncta co-

localize also with Cop1 or Chc1 (see above), we propose that the Golgi compartment on 

which Ypt1 and Ypt31 co-localize is a transitional Golgi compartment that contains all 

these proteins (Figure 10F). 
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Figure 10. Ypt1 and Ypt31 co-localize on a Sec7-marked Golgi compartment.  
A. Both Ypt1 and Ypt31 show intermediate levels of co-localization with Sec7.  
Summary of IF analyses of Ypt1 (Figure 7B, red line) and Ypt31 (Figure 9B, green line) 
co-localization with the Golgi markers.  B. About 20-25% of Ypt1 and Ypt31 co-localize 
with each other.  Cells deleted for YPT32 and expressing yEGFP-Ypt31 from its 
endogenous locus were processed for IF microscopy using anti-Ypt1 antibodies 
(secondary antibody conjugated with red (Texas Red) fluorescent dye).   Shown: top 
panels: Ypt31 (green) and Ypt1 (red); bottom panels: DIC and merge (yellow).  C. Table 
shows quantifications from two independent experiments for panel B; bolded numbers 
show the co-localization of the two Ypts.  D. >90% of the Ypt1-Ypt31 puncta also 
contain Sec7 in a three-color IF microscopy.  Cells deleted for YPT32 and expressing 
yEGFP-Ypt31 and Sec7-mRFP from their endogenous loci were processed for IF 
microscopy using anti-Ypt1 antibodies (secondary antibody conjugated with α-Alexa-
fluor 647, false colored blue).  Shown from left to right: DIC, Sec7, Ypt31, Ypt1 and 
merge of 3 colors (white).  Panels B and D: white arrows point to co-localized signal; 
bar, 5µm.  E. Table shows quantifications from two independent experiments for panel 
D; bolded numbers show the 2 and 3-color co-localizations.  F. Ypt1 and Ypt31 co-
localize in a transitional Golgi compartment marked by Cop1, Sec7 and Chc1.  A 
diagram showing three Golgi compartments: early, transitional and late and the 
distribution of Ypt1 (blue) and Ypt31 (green) in these compartments.        
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 iv) Effect of Ypt1 and Ypt31 level and/or activity on the Golgi  

 While the idea that cisternal maturation underlies transport through the Golgi is 

largely accepted in the field, it is currently not clear what drives it.  We hypothesized that 

Ypts have a role in this process.  To test this hypothesis, the effect of altering the level 

and/or activity of Ypt1 and Ypt31 on the Golgi was determined using static fluorescence 

microscopy. 

Determination of the levels of Ypt1 and Ypt31 expressed from a CEN plasmid, 

either tagged with yEVenus/yEGFP or not, showed that they are 10- and 5-fold higher 

than the endogenous levels, respectively (Figure 11A and 12A). This can explain the 

higher levels of co-localization of Ypt1 and Ypt31 with Golgi markers in live-cell 

microscopy than in IF (Figure 7 and 9).  To determine the effect of higher Ypt levels on 

the Golgi, the wild type and activated (GTP-bound) untagged versions of Ypt1 (Q67L) 

and Ypt31 (Q72L) were expressed also from 2m plasmids, and 15- and 45-fold 

increases were observed, respectively (Figures 11B and 12B). Cells expressing a 

combination of green and red Golgi markers were transformed with one of the above 

plasmids and the effect of the higher levels of the Ypts on their co-localization was 

determined by live-cell microscopy (Figure 11-14). While overexpression of Ypt1 or 

Ypt31 did not affect the number of Sec7 puncta per cell (Figure 11E), it did affect the co-

localization of Sec7 with Cop1 and Chc1 in different ways.       
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Figure 11.  Greater level of co-localization of Sec7 with Cop1 upon increased level 
and activity of Ypt1, but not Ypt31.  A. Expression of Ypt1 from a CEN plasmid 
results in a 10-fold increase of its level.  The levels of Ypt1 protein in cells expressing it 
from its endogenous locus or a CEN plasmid were determined using immuno-blot 
analysis and anti-Ypt1 antibodies.  Cells were transformed with a CEN plasmid 
expressing from left to right: yEVenus-Ypt1, empty plasmid (Ø), and Ypt1 (from its 
native promoter and terminator).  Shown top to bottom: yEVenus-Ypt1, Ypt1, G6PDH 
(loading control), quantification of yEVenus-Ypt1 (left lane), and Ypt1 expressed as fold 
of endogenous level.  B. Expression of Ypt1 from a 2m plasmid results in a ~15-fold 
increase of its level.  The level of Ypt1 was determined as described for panel A.  Cells 
were transformed with a 2m plasmid expressing from left to right: empty plasmid (Ø), 
Ypt1 and Ypt1-GTP (Ypt1-Q67L).  Shown top to bottom: Ypt1, G6PDH (loading control), 
quantification of Ypt1 expressed as fold of endogenous level.  C. The effect of 
expression of Ypt1 from a CEN plasmid on the co-localization of Cop1 and Sec7.  Cells 
expressing Cop1-mRFP and Sec7-EGFP from their endogenous loci were transformed 
with a CEN plasmid (from panel A): empty (top) and for Ypt1 expression (bottom) and 
visualized by live-cell microscopy.  Shown from left to right: DIC, Sec7, Cop1, and 
merge (yellow).  D. The effect of expression of Ypt1 from a 2m plasmid on the co-
localization of Cop1 and Sec7.  Cells expressing Cop1-mRFP and Sec7-EGFP from 
their endogenous loci were transformed with a 2m plasmid (from panel B): empty (top), 
Ypt1 (middle) and Ypt1-GTP (bottom), and visualized by live-cell microscopy.  Shown 
from left to right: DIC, Cop1, Sec7 and merge (yellow).  Panels C-D: white arrows point 
to co-localized signal; bar, 5µm.  E. The number of Sec7 puncta does not change upon 
overexpression of Ypt1 (blue bars) or Ypt31 (green bars).  F. Co-localization (%) of 
Cop1 and Sec7 increases upon overexpression of Ypt1 (blue bars) but not Ypt31 (green 
bars).  Shown from left to right in panels E-F: no plasmid (-), empty CEN and 2m 
plasmids, expression of wild-type Ypt from CEN, 2m, and Ypt-GTP from 2m  plasmids.  
Error bars and +/- represent STDEV.  Information about Ypt1 is from this figure, and 
Ypt31 is from Figure 14A.  Quantifications from two independent experiments for Ypt1 
and Ypt31 are detailed in Figures 13C and 14C, respectively. 
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 For the Cop1 and Sec7 pair (Figures 11C-D and 14A), increased levels of Ypt1, 

but not Ypt31, resulted in a gradual increase of their co-localization: from <20% (no 

overexpression) to 30, 40 and 55% for wild-type Ypt1 overexpressed from CEN and 

2m plasmids, and Ypt1-GTP overexpressed from 2m plasmid, respectively (Figure 11F).  

This reflects ~3-fold increase for the Cop1-Sec7 compartment upon overexpression of 

activated Ypt1. 

The loss-of-function ypt1ts mutation resulted in an opposite effect on Cop1-Sec7 

co-localization.  Specifically, whereas activation of Ypt1 results in increase of co-

localization of Cop1 with Sec7 (Figure 11F), there is a significant increase of Sec7-free 

Cop1 puncta (~30%) in ypt1ts mutant cells (Figure 15A-B).  Neither activation nor 

inhibition of Ypt31 function affects this transport step.  Together, the effects of increase 

and decrease in Ypt1 activity suggest that it regulates the recruitment of Cop1 to the 

Sec7-marked Golgi cisterna.     

            For the Sec7 and Chc1 pair (Figures 12C-D and 13), while their co-localization 

level did not change (Figure 12E), increased levels of Ypt31, but not Ypt1, resulted in a 

gradual increase in the number of Chc1 puncta that did not overlap with Sec7 (Figure 

12F). This suggests that increase in Ypt31 activity does not affect the late Golgi, but the 

release of Chc1-vesicles from it. 
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Figure 12. Higher number of Chc1 puncta that do not co-localize with Sec7 upon 
increased level and activity of Ypt31.  A. Expression of Ypt31 or yEGFP-Ypt31 from a 
CEN plasmid results in a 5-fold increase of its endogenous level.  The levels of Ypt31 
and yEGFP-Ypt31 proteins in cells expressing it from its endogenous locus or a CEN 
plasmid were determined using immuno-blot analysis and anti-Ypt31 antibodies.  Left 
lane: ypt32∆ cells expressing yEGFP-Ypt31 from its endogenous promoter (used in 
Figure 10); CEN plasmid lanes: Cells (wild type) were transformed with a CEN plasmid 
expressing (from left to right): yEGFP-Ypt31, empty plasmid (Ø), and Ypt31 (from its 
native promoter and terminator).  Shown top to bottom: yEGFP-Ypt31, Ypt31, G6PDH 
(loading control), quantification of yEGFP-Ypt31 (left lanes), and Ypt31 expressed as 
fold of endogenous level.  B. Expression of Ypt31 from a 2m plasmid results in a ~45-
fold increase of its level.  The level of Ypt31 was determined as described for panel A.  
Cells were transformed with a 2m plasmid expressing from left to right: empty plasmid 
(Ø), Ypt31 and Ypt31-GTP (Ypt31-Q72L).  Shown top to bottom: Ypt31, G6PDH 
(loading control), quantification of Ypt31 expressed as fold of endogenous level.  C. The 
effect of expression of Ypt31 from a CEN plasmid on the co-localization of Sec7 and 
Chc1.  Cells expressing Sec7-mRFP and Chc1-GFP from their endogenous loci were 
transformed with a CEN plasmid (from panel A): empty (top) and for Ypt31 expression 
(bottom) and visualized by live-cell microscopy.  Shown from left to right: DIC, Chc1, 
Sec7 and merge (yellow).  D. The effect of expression of Ypt31 from a 2m plasmid on 
the co-localization of Sec7 and Chc1.  Cells expressing Sec7-mRFP and Chc1-GFP 
from their endogenous loci were transformed with a 2m plasmid (from panel B): empty 
(top), Ypt31 (middle) and Ypt31-GTP (bottom), and visualized by live-cell microscopy.  
Shown from left to right: DIC, Chc1, Sec7 and merge (yellow).  Panels C-D: white 
arrowheads point to Chc1-GFP puncta that do not co-localize with Sec7-mRFP; bar, 
5µm.  E. The % co-localization of Sec7 with Chc1 does not change upon 
overexpression of Ypt1 (blue bars, from Figure 13A) or Ypt31 (green bars, Figure 14B).  
F. The number of Chc1 puncta that do not co-localize with Sec7 increases upon 
overexpression of Ypt31 (green bars, from this figure), but not Ypt1 (blue bars, Figure 
13B).  Shown from left to right in panels E-F: no plasmid (-), empty CEN and 2m 
plasmids, expression of wild-type Ypt from CEN and 2m, and Ypt-GTP from 2m  
plasmids.  Error bars and +/- represent STDEV.  Quantifications from two independent 
experiments are detailed in Figures 13C and 14C. 
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Figure 13.  Ypt1 overexpression does not affect Sec7 and Chc1 co-localization. 
A. Cells expressing Sec7-yEGFP and Chc1-mRFP from their endogenous loci were 
transformed with CEN (left) and 2µ (right) plasmids, empty (top) and for overexpression 
of Ypt1 (bottom).  Information from this experiment was used in Figure 12E. B. Cells 
expressing Sec7-mRFP and Chc1-yEGFP from their endogenous loci were transformed 
with CEN (left) and 2µ (right) plasmids, empty (top) and for overexpression of Ypt1 
(bottom).  C. Table shows quantifications from two independent experiments for panels 
A and B of this figure and Figure 11 and 12.  The co-localization level of the two 
markers was determined using live cell microscopy.  Bar, 5µm.  
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Figure 14.  Effects of Ypt31 overexpression on co-localization of Golgi markers. 
A. Overexpression of Ypt31 does not affect the level of co-localization of Cop1 and 
Sec7.  Cells expressing Sec7-yEGFP and Cop1-mRFP from their endogenous loci were 
transformed with CEN (left) and 2µ (right) plasmids, empty (top) and for overexpression 
of Ypt31 (bottom).  Information from this experiment was used in Figure 11E-F. 
B. Overexpression of Ypt31 does not affect the level of co-localization of Sec7 with 
Chc1.  Cells expressing Sec7-yEGFP and Chc1-mRFP from their endogenous loci were 
transformed with CEN (left) and 2µ (right) plasmids, empty (top) and for overexpression 
of Ypt31 (bottom).  C. Table shows quantifications from two independent experiments 
for panels A and B of this figure and Figures 11 and 12.  The co-localization level of the 
two markers was determined using live cell microscopy.  Bar, 5µm.  
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The loss-of-function ypt31∆/ypt32ts mutation resulted in an opposite effect on 

Sec7-Chc1 co-localization.  Specifically, whereas activation of Ypt31 results in increase 

of the number of Chc1 puncta that do not co-localize with Sec7 (Figure 12F), there is a 

significant reduction (25%) in the number of Chc1 puncta that co-localize with Sec7 in 

ypt31∆/ypt32ts mutant cells (Figure 15C-D).  Neither activation nor inhibition of Ypt1 

function affects this transport step.  Together, the effects of increase and decrease in 

Ypt31 activity suggest that it regulates the recruitment of Chc1 to the Sec7-marked 

Golgi cisterna.  

To support the idea that Ypt1 controls the formation of the transitional Golgi 

cisterna, the 3-color co-localization of Ypt1 and Ypt31 on the Sec7 compartment was 

determined when the GTP-restricted form of either Ypt1 or Ypt31 were expressed from 

a CEN plasmid.  Triple-IF analysis of Ypt1, Ypt31 and Sec7 showed that the two Golgi 

Ypts co-localize on the Sec7 cisterna (Figure 10).  As expected from the co-localization 

results of Golgi marker (Figures 11-12), when Ypt1, but not Ypt31, is activated there is a 

highly significant increase (67%) of its co-localization with Sec7.  There is also a 

significant increase (~50%) in the co-localization of Ypt31 and Sec7 and co-localization 

of all three proteins when Ypt1 is activated (Figure 16).  These results support the idea 

of a Ypt1-to-Ypt31 exchange in the Sec7-marked transitional Golgi cisterna.      
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Figure 15.  The effect of ypt1 and ypt31/32 loss-of-function mutations on the co-
localization of Golgi markers.  The effect of ypt1ts and ypt31∆/32ts mutations on the 
co-localization of Golgi markers was determined at the permissive temperature using 
live-cell fluorescence microscopy:  A-B. Cop1-Sec7.  C-D. Sec7-Chc1.  Wild type and 
mutant cells expressing tagged Golgi markers from their endogenous promoters were 
analyzed as described for Figures 6-7.  Panels A and C: Shown from top to bottom: WT 
(YPT1), ypt1ts, WT (YPT31/YPT32), ypt31∆/32ts.  Arrows show co-localization; 
arrowheads show green-only puncta.  Bar, 5µm.  Bar graphs showing the number of 
Cop1 (B) or Chc1 (D) puncta: Total puncta (blue+purple bars), and puncta that co-
localize with Sec7 (purple bars).  Error bars and +/- represent STDEV; brackets with 
stars represent p-value from significant (*) to highly significant (***); p-values of all other 
pairs were not significant.  Quantifications from two independent experiments are 
detailed in Table II.  
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Table II. The effect of ypt1 and ypt31/32 loss-of-function mutations on the co-
localization of Golgi markers (related to Figure 15). 
 

 
Bolded numbers were used for graphs in Figure 15B,D. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Strain       
# of 

cells (n)
co-localization (%) 
of green with Sec7

std 
dev

# green  
puncta/slice

std 
dev p-value

# co-localized 
puncta/slice

std 
dev p-value

YPT1 20 11.1 2 7.7 0.4 n/a 0.8 0.1
ypt1ts 20 7.8 1 10.0 0.1 0.0007*** 0.7 0

YPT31/32 20 11.9 1 8.4 0.3 n/a 0.9 0.1
ypt31Δ/32ts 20 11.0 4 8.3 0.6 0.8297 0.9 0.3
YPT1 20 54.9 1 6.5 0.4 n/a 3.4 0.1
ypt1ts 20 56.8 1 6.6 0.8 0.7318 3.7 0.1 0.0374*

YPT31/32 20 63.6 7 6.4 0.5 n/a 4.0 0.1
ypt31Δ/32ts 20 56.6 3 5.6 0.1 0.0395* 3.1 0.1 0.0042**

Sec7-
mRFP      
Cop1-
GFP       

Sec7-
mRFP      
Chc1-
GFP       
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Figure 16.  The effect of Ypt1 or Ypt31 activation on their co-localization at 
the Sec7-marked Golgi compartment. A. Cells were transformed with a CEN plasmid: 
empty (top), expressing Ypt1-GTP (middle), or Ypt31-GTP (bottom).  Three-color IF 
microscopy was done as described in the legend for Figure 5C.  The brightness of the 
Ypt1 staining in cells overexpressing Ypt1-GTP was reduced to enable the co-
localization analysis (two bottom panels show the cells before the adjustment).  Bar, 
5µm.  B. Bar graph showing the number of puncta in transformants of the three 
plasmids (from left-to-right): empty (CEN), Ypt1-GTP and Ypt31-GTP.  The effect of 
each plasmid on co-localization of two or three proteins is color-coded (see key on the 
right): Ypt1+Sec7 (pink), Ypt31+Sec7 (yellow), Ypt1+Ypt31 (blue), and all three proteins 
(grey).  Error bars and +/- represent STDEV; brackets with stars represent p-value; p-
values for all other pairs were not significant.  Quantifications from two independent 
experiments are detailed in Table III. 
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Table III. The effect of Ypt1 or Ypt31 activation on their co-localization at the Sec7-
marked Golgi compartment (related to Figure 16) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Bolded numbers were used for graphs in Figure 16B. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

yEGFP-
YPT31/ypt32Δ 
Sec7-mRFP        
α-Ypt1

# of            
Ypt1+Ypt31 

puncta

% coloc         
Ypt1 with 

Ypt31

% coloc     
Ypt31 with 

Ypt1

# of        
Ypt1+Sec7 

puncta

% coloc     
Ypt1 with 

Sec7

% coloc     
Sec7 with 

Ypt1

# of 
Ypt31+Sec7 

puncta

% coloc     
Ypt31 with 

Sec7

% coloc     
Sec7 with 

Ypt31

CEN ave 1.17 0.20 0.20 1.57 0.28 0.35 3.43 0.57 0.77

n=30 ± 0.14 0.02 0.04 0.05 0.02 0.00 0.33 0.05 0.09

CEN-Ypt1-GTP ave 1.73 0.29 0.27 2.50 0.43 0.54 3.73 0.60 0.81

n=30 ± 0.38 0.04 0.07 0.14 0.02 0.04 0.19 0.02 0.02

p=0.0240 p=0.0006 p=0.3474

CEN-Ypt31-GTP ave 1.00 0.16 0.16 1.60 0.28 0.40 3.70 0.61 0.83

n=30 ± 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.57 0.11 0.17 0.05 0.06 0.02

p=0.4038 p=0.8926 p=0.3934

yEGFP-
YPT31/ypt32Δ 
Sec7-mRFP      
α-Ypt1

# of red 
Sec7

# of green 
Ypt31

# of blue 
Ypt1

# of puncta 
co-loc of all 

three

% of 
Ypt1+Ypt31 
with Sec7

CEN ave 4.43 6.03 5.67 1.07 0.92

n=30 ± 0.05 0.24 0.38 0.09 0.03

CEN-Ypt1-GTP ave 4.63 6.33 5.97 1.60 0.93

n=30 ± 0.05 0.00 0.52 0.28 0.04

p=0.0350

CEN-Ypt31-GTP ave 4.43 6.27 5.90 0.93 0.93

n=30 ± 0.05 0.47 0.33 0.00 0.00

p=0.5132
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 v) Effect of overexpressed hyperactive Ypt1 and Ypt31 on Golgi cisternal 

progression  

 The results of the static microscopy suggest that the overexpression of active 

Ypts affect the Golgi cisternal progression.  To test this idea directly, we used time-

lapse microscopy.  The dynamics of two pairs of Golgi markers, Cop1-Sec7 and Sec7-

Chc1, was determined in cells expressing tagged markers from their endogenous loci 

and transformed with a 2m plasmid for overexpression of Ypt1-GTP or Ypt31-GTP 

(empty vector used as a control) (Figures 17 and 18).   

 Conversion of early to late Golgi markers was previously observed using tagged 

Vrg4 or Sed5 and Sec7, respectively (Losev et al. 2006, Matsuura-Tokita et al. 2006).  

In wild type cells (without overexpression of a Ypt), green Cop1 puncta converts to red 

Sec7 with a clear separation between the peaks (Figure 17A).  Overexpression of Ypt1-

GTP, but not Ypt31-GTP, results in ~2.5-fold decrease in the gap between the curves 

(Figure 17B-C).  This result reflects a faster conversion of a Cop1- to Cop1-Sec7-

marked compartment, and is in agreement with the ~3-fold increase in the co-

localization of Cop1 and Sec7 upon overexpression of Ypt1-GTP observed in the static 

microscopy analysis (Figure 11).  

 Conversion of Sec7 to Chc1 has not been not previously reported.   When their 

individual dynamics was compared to that of Gga2, they both peaked at the same time 

as Gga2 (Daboussi, Costaguta, and Payne 2012).  Here, we followed their dynamics 

directly and observed a short gap between their appearance.  In wild type cells (without 

overexpression of a Ypt), red Sec7 puncta acquire green Chc1 with a short gap of ~10 

seconds, which is ~20% of their co-localization time (average ~50 sec) (Figure 17E).  
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This result is in agreement with ~25% higher overlap of Ypt1 with Sec7 than with Chc1 

(Figure 5A) and with the idea that Ypt1 co-localizes with these markers at the 

transitional compartment.  Overexpression of Ypt31-GTP, but not Ypt1-GTP, results in 

~2.5-fold decrease in the gap between the curves (Figure 17F-G).  This result reflects a 

faster conversion of the Sec7- to Sec7-Chc1-marked compartment.  While this faster 

conversion does not significantly affect the Sec7-Chc1 co-localization, which is already 

high (80%), we observed ~2.5-fold increase in the release of Chc1 vesicles form the 

Golgi in the static microscopy analysis (Figure 12).  Moreover, the decrease in Chc1-

Sec7 co-localization in ypt31∆32ts mutant cells (Figure 15) further supports the idea 

that Ypt31 regulates Sec7-to-Chc1 conversion.      

           Together, the static and time-lapse microscopy experiments show that 

overexpression of activated Ypt1 and Ypt31 affect two separate steps of Golgi cisternal 

progression: early-to-transitional and transitional-to-late.       
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Figure 8

A. C.B.

E. G.F.2µ 2µ Ypt1-GTP 2µ Ypt31-GTP

2µ 2µ Ypt1-GTP 2µ Ypt31-GTP

I. Early Late

Cop1

Chc1

Sec7

Transitional

Sec7

Cop1(Cop1)

Chc1 (Chc1)

Ypt1

Ypt31

Ypt1

Ypt31

D.

H.

Cop1-yEGFP 
Sec7-mRFP

# puncta 
(n)

 time Sec7 reaches 20% after 
Cop1 reaches 20% (s) SEM p-value  time Sec7 reaches 50% after 

Cop1 reaches 50% (s) SEM p-value

Ø 2µ 10 13.7 2.4 n/a 19.4 2.8 n/a
Ypt1-GTP 2µ 10 5.8 1.2 0.0076** 7.6 1.9 0.0022**

Ypt31-GTP 2µ 10 17.1 5.3 0.5503 16.1 3.9 0.4889

Sec7-mRFP 
Chc1-yEGFP

# puncta 
(n)

 time Chc1 reaches 20% after 
Sec7 reaches 20% (s) SEM p-value  time Chc1 reaches 50% after 

Sec7 reaches 50% (s) SEM p-value

Ø 2µ 10 12.0 2.4 n/a 9.9 2.1 n/a
Ypt1-GTP 2µ 10 7.6 1.8 0.1573 11.6 2.5 0.5978

Ypt31-GTP 2µ 10 3.7 1.1 0.0052** 3.9 0.9 0.0061**
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Figure 17.  The effect of overexpression of activated Ypt1 and Ypt31 on Golgi 
cisternal progression.  Time-lapse fluorescence microscopy was done with two pairs 
of Golgi markers: Cop1-Sec7 (A-C) and Sec7-Chc1 (E-G).  A-C: Overexpression of 
Ypt1-GFP, but not Ypt31-GFP, results in ~2.5 fold increase in the rate of Cop1-to-Sec7 
conversion.  Cells expressing Cop1-GFP and Sec7-mRFP from their endogenous loci 
were transformed with a 2m plasmid (pRS425): empty (A), Ypt1-GTP (B), or Ypt31-GTP 
(C).  D. Table shows quantifications from two independent experiments for panels A-C; 
bolded numbers show the significant change in Cop1-to-Sec7 conversion upon 
overexpression of Ypt1-GTP.  E-G: Overexpression of Ypt31-GFP, but not Ypt1-GFP, 
results in ~2.5 fold increase in the rate of Sec7-to-Chc1 conversion.  Cells expressing 
Sec7-mRFP and Chc1-GFP from their endogenous loci were transformed with a 2m 
plasmid (pRS425): empty (E), Ypt1-GTP (F), or Ypt31-GTP (G).  H. Table shows 
quantifications from two independent experiments for panels E-G; bolded numbers 
show the significant change in Sec7-to-Chc1 conversion upon overexpression of Ypt31-
GTP.  Cells were analyzed by time-lapse live-cell microscopy.  Graphs show normalized 
fluorescence intensity of representative switching puncta over time (secs); bottom: 
average of time between markers reaching 20 and 50% of their total average 
fluorescence level (n=10); +/- represent STDEV, (**, p value <0.01).  Three-channel 
kymographs of puncta used for panels A-C and E-G are shown in Figure 18.  I. Model 
summarizing the roles of Ypt1 and Ypt31 on Golgi cisternal progression.  Based on 
results presented here we propose that Ypt1 regulates early-to-transitional cisternal 
progression whereas Ypt31 facilitates transitional-to-late cisternal maturation (see text 
for discussion). 
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 Figure 18.  Kymographs of the effect of overexpression of activated Ypt1 and 
Ypt31 on Golgi cisternal progression. Three-channel kymographs of puncta used for 
graphs shown in Figure 17A-F.  A-C: Cop1-GFP and Sec7-mRFP.  D-F: Sec7-mRFP 
and Chc1-GFP.  Cells expressing a Golgi marker pair were transformed with one of the 
indicated 2µ plasmids: empty, YPT1-GTP or Ypt31-GTP.  For each transformant, left 
panel shows a merged live-cell image with a white arrow pointing to the punctum 
selected for the kymograph, which is shown to its right.  For each kymograph, shown 
from top-to-bottom: mRFP, GFP, merge, time (secs).  Bar, 5µm.     
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D. Discussion 

In this study we settle a long-standing controversy regarding the Golgi 

localization of two founding members of the Ypt/Rab GTPase family, Ypt1 and Ypt31.  

Our findings support a basic paradigm about compartment specificity of members of this 

family and allow us to determine a role for these GTPases in Golgi cisternal 

progression.    

 i) Ypt/Rabs and compartment specificity 

Using live-cell and IF microscopy, we clarify two important points about the 

distribution of Ypt1 and Ypt31/32 on the Golgi.  First, Ypt1 and Ypt31 exhibit inverse 

polarized distribution to opposite sides of the Golgi, early and late, respectively.  

Second, the two Ypts display 20% co-localization with each other, and this co-

localization overlaps with Sec7.  We term the compartment on which these two Ypts 

and Sec7 overlap “transitional Golgi” and show that it also contains early and late Golgi 

markers, Cop1 and Chc1 (Figure 10F).  

Two recent studies undermine the two other claims that form the basis for the 

idea that TRAPP I and TRAPP II complexes converge through a common Rab, Ypt1, 

which functions throughout the Golgi (Barrowman et al. 2010).  First, we have shown 

that Ypt1 mutants used to implicate Ypt1 in late-Golgi transport (Sclafani et al. 2010) are 

instead defective in autophagy (Lipatova et al. 2013).  Second, in vitro and in vivo 

studies support a role for TRAPP II at the late Golgi as a GEF for the S. cerevisiae 

Ypt31 (Morozova et al. 2006) and its Aspergillus nidulans ortholog RabERAB11 (Pinar et 

al. 2015).  Thus, our and others cumulative data reinforce the idea that TRAPP I-

stimulated Ypt1 regulates transport at the early Golgi, whereas TRAPP II-activated 
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Ypt31/32 regulate transport at the late Golgi.  This placement agrees with the 

established roles of Ypt1 and Ypt31 on the two sides of the Golgi (Lipatova et al. 2015).  

It also supports the idea that although Ypt/Rab GTPases can regulate multiple transport 

steps (Lipatova and Segev 2014), they are specific to intracellular compartments (Zerial 

and McBride 2001).      

What is the regulatory basis for Ypt1 versus Ypt31 localization?  Mutations that 

deplete Ypt/Rab GEF activity affect the cellular localization of their Ypt/Rab substrate. 

For example, the TRAPP II-specific trs130ts mutation results in a diffuse distribution of 

Ypt31, but not Ypt1 (Morozova et al. 2006).  Thus, we propose that TRAPP I and 

TRAPP II, which localize to early and late Golgi, respectively (Cai et al. 2005, Sacher et 

al. 2000), regulate the localization of Ypt1 and Ypt31 to the two faces of the Golgi.  

How do we reconcile the controversy about the previously reported localization of 

Ypt1 to the late Golgi (Sclafani et al. 2010, Suda et al. 2013) and its documented 

function in the early Golgi (Jedd et al. 1995, Segev 1991)?  First, the localization of Ypt1 

to the late Golgi was based on 60% co-localization of tagged-Ypt1 with Sec7.  We 

consider this an overestimate resulting from overexpression of the tagged Ypt1 

(Figure 7), even though it was expressed from a low-copy CEN plasmid.  Based on IF 

microscopy, we estimate that the Ypt1-Sec7 co-localization is 25-40%.  Moreover, 

based on the finding that Ypt1 co-localizes less with Chc1, another late Golgi marker, 

we propose that the co-localization of Ypt1 and Sec7 reflects the presence of Ypt1 on a 

transitional compartment, and not at the late Golgi, where only Sec7 and Chc1 co-

localize.  
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What is the transitional Golgi compartment?  We propose that it is a transient 

compartment on which early and late Golgi markers and Ypts transiently overlap.  The 

reason that we do not use the term “medial” is because it has been traditionally used to 

define a Golgi compartment in which specific cargo modifications reactions occur 

(Nilsson, Au, and Bergeron 2009).      

Several lines of evidence presented here support the existence of the transitional 

Golgi compartment.  First, early and late Golgi markers exhibit 10-15% co-localization, 

which we suggest occurs on the transitional compartment (Figure 5).  Moreover, the 

frequency of the Cop1-Sec7 puncta and the rate of Cop1-to-Sec7 conversion increase 

by 2.5-3 fold upon overexpression of activated Ypt1 (Figures 11,12,17).  These findings 

indicate that the Cop1-Sec7 co-localization reflects a distinct compartment after the 

early Golgi, marked by Cop1, Sec7 and Ypt1.  Second, while Ypt1 shows 25-40% co-

localization with Sec7, it shows only 15% co-localization with another late Golgi marker, 

Chc1 (Figure 7).  This suggests that Ypt1 and Sec7 co-localize on a compartment 

distinct from the late Golgi marked by Sec7, Chc1 and Ypt31.  Third, all the Ypt1-Sec7 

puncta contain Cop1 and/or Chc1 (Figure 8E), Ypt1 is always present on the infrequent 

Cop1-Sec7 puncta, and Sec7 is always present on the infrequent Ypt1-Chc1 puncta 

(Figure 8F).  This suggests that all these proteins are present, at least transiently, on 

one compartment.  Fourth, 20-25% of Ypt1 and Ypt31 puncta overlap on a Sec7 

marked compartment (Figure 10), which we consider the transitional compartment.  

Perhaps most importantly, progression into and out of the Sec7-marked transitional 

compartment is regulated independently by two different Ypts, Ypt1 and Ypt31, 

respectively (Figure 17). 
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Our combined evidence of the two-color and three-color IF and time-lapse 

microscopy suggest that Ypt1 localizes first to early Golgi marked with Cop1 and Vrg4, 

then to an transitional compartment marked by Sec7, Cop1 (Vrg4) and Chc1.  Ypt31 

also localizes to this transitional compartment, were it overlaps with Ypt1 and then to 

the late Golgi marked by Sec7 and Chc1 (Figure 10F).  This data suggest the following 

dynamics: early Golgi that contains Ypt1 converts to an transitional compartment by 

acquiring Sec7, followed by recruitment of Ypt31 and late Golgi markers.  Subsequent 

loss of Ypt1 and early Golgi markers indicates the transitional-to-late Golgi switch. 

These findings are in agreement with previous studies that showed that Sec7 appears 

on Ypt1-marked puncta, whereas Ypt31/32 appear on Sec7-marked puncta just before 

the disappearance of the Sec7 (McDonold and Fromme 2014, Suda et al. 2013).  

Moreover, the localization of Ypt1 and Ypt31 to opposite sides of the Golgi reported 

here, highlights the relevance of the Ypt1-to-Sec7 and Sec7-to-Ypt31 order previously 

reported by McDonald and Fromme to Golgi dynamics. 

An interesting question is what regulates this early-to-transitional and transitional-

to-late Golgi transitions.   

 ii) Implications on Ypt/Rab GTPases and Golgi cisternal progression  

Concrete localization of Ypt1 and Ypt31 to opposite sides of the Golgi and 

characterization of a transitional Golgi compartment allowed us to study the effect of 

these Ypts on the dynamics of Golgi cisternal progression (Figure 17I).  We show that 

increased levels and activity of the Ypts can stimulate the conversion rate of Golgi 

markers (Figure 17A-D).  Increase in the activity of Ypt1, which functions at and 

localizes mostly to the early Golgi, resulted in an increase of conversion of Cop1-
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marked early Golgi to Cop1/Sec7-marked transitional compartment and propagation of 

the latter (Figure 11).  On the other hand, increase in the activity of Ypt31, which 

functions at and localizes mostly to the late Golgi, resulted in a faster conversion of 

transitional Golgi to the Sec7-Chc1-marked late Golgi (Figure 17E-H), and increased 

formation of Chc1-marked vesicles (Figure 12).  In contrast to the effect of Ypt 

activation, the effects of loss-of-function ypt1 and ypt31/32 mutations is in agreement 

with a decrease in early-to-transitional and transitional-to-late Golgi switching, 

respectively (Figure 15).  Although Ypt/Rab GTPases were proposed to regulate Golgi 

cisternal maturation (Suda and Nakano 2012) to our knowledge, this is the first 

evidence that substantiates a role for Ypt/Rab GTPases in this process.   

Two Ypt GAP cascades have been reported.  The first, a Ypt1-Gyp1-Ypt32 

cascade was not anchored to specific Golgi cisterna (Rivera-Molina and Novick 2009) 

and the second, a Ypt6-Gyp6-Ypt32 cascade, was proposed to act during endosome-to-

Golgi transport (Suda et al. 2013). Neither cascade provides evidence for the role of 

Ypts in Golgi cisternal maturation.  In both cases, the second Ypt was proposed to 

recruit a GAP for the first Ypt to ensure that only one Ypt is active at a certain time and 

place.  For both cascades, additional genetic evidence is needed to support this idea.  

For example, the gyp1∆ mutation used in the first report affects not only Ypt localization, 

but also results in permanent changes in Golgi morphology, e.g., increase in co-

localization of Sec7 with Cog3, a subunit of a complex that mediates retrograde 

transport within the Golgi and endosome-to-Golgi transport (Rivera-Molina and Novick 

2009).  Regardless, the localization of Ypt1 and Ypt31/32 reported here provides 

context for the Ypt1-GAP-Ypt32 cascade to concrete Golgi cisterna.   
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Importantly, our findings add to the currently very limited genetic support for the 

existence of Golgi cisternal maturation.  Recently, it has been reported that deletion of 

Arf1, a COPI component, resulted in slower and less frequent conversion of early, Vrg4-

marked, puncta to Sec7-marked puncta (Bhave et al. 2014).  We propose that this 

reflects a role of Arf1 in conversion of early (Vrg4) to transitional (Sec7) cisternal 

progression.  Here, we show that Golgi cisternal progression can be accelerated when 

Ypt1 and Ypt31 are activated.  Moreover, we show that two steps of cisternal maturation 

can be uncoupled: early (Cop1)-to-transitional (Sec7), and transitional (Sec7)-to-late 

(Chc1).  Whereas Ypt1 increases the rate of first, but not the second, Ypt31 increases 

the rate of the second, but not the first.  Interestingly, even though the Golgi Ypts exert 

their functions through effectors, an increase in their activity alone is enough to 

accelerate these conversions.  This suggests that Ypt/Rabs GTPases regulate Golgi 

cisternal progression, whereas accessory proteins that mediate this process are readily 

available.  
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CHAPTER 3. GOLGI TRAPP LOCALIZATION 

The data presented in Figure 1 of this chapter comes from a publication (Taussig et al. 

2013). Figure 2 and 3 contain previously unpublished material. The BiFC methods used 

in this chapter were described in a published methods paper where I am one of the two 

first co-authors (Lipatova, Kim, and Segev 2015). TRAPP complex information was also 

taken from a review article in which I am one of the two first co-authors (Kim, Lipatova, 

and Segev 2016). The following list reports the contribution of each author for the 

results. 

 

Figure 19 

A: Jane Kim 

B: David Taussig 

C: Jane Kim 

D: Jane Kim 

E: Zhanna Lipatova 

F: Jane Kim and Zhanna Lipatova 

 

Figure 20 

Jane Kim- unpublished  

 

Figure 21 

Jane Kim- unpublished 
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A. Introduction 

 The TRAPPII complex contains all the TRAPPI subunits, Bet3, Bet5, Trs23, 

Trs31, Trs20, and Trs33 as well as the TRAPPII specific subunits, Trs120, Trs130, and 

Trs65. The core TRAPP subunits, Bet3, Bet5, Trs23, and Trs31, are shown to be 

essential for GEF activity, however the roles of Trs20 and Trs33 in TRAPPI have not yet 

been determined. (Sacher et al. 1998, Sacher et al. 2000, Sacher et al. 2001, Morozova 

et al. 2006, Tokarev et al. 2009). Trs33 and Trs65 individually are non-essential, but at 

least one of them is required for assembly of TRAPPII (Tokarev et al. 2009). Trs20 is an 

essential subunit of TRAPP and is required for yeast cell viability, however not 

necessary for GEF activity (Kim et al. 2006). The human homolog of Trs20 is Sedlin, 

which in humans has been related to the disease Spondyloepiphyseal Dysplasia Tarda, 

or SEDT (Jang et al. 2002). To determine the localization and function of Trs20, Trs20 

has been examined in Taussig et. al. in order to determine if an amino acid substitution 

mutation, Trs20D46Y or Trs20D, associated with SEDT has an effect the assembly of 

TRAPPII. Using a recombinant TRAPP complex from bacteria, it was shown that Trs20 

is needed for TRS120 to interact with TRAPPI. A different Trs20 temperature sensitive, 

trs20ts, mutant is shown to affect the distribution of TRAPPII subunits within the Golgi. 

All TRAPP purified from yeast is shown to be restricted to TRAPPI in the trs20ts mutant 

and does not exhibit Ypt32 GEF activity. This study provides evidence that Trs20 has a 

role in the assembly of TRAPPII and includes Figure 19 used in this chapter (Taussig et 

al. 2013). Although the subunit composition of the TRAPPI and TRAPPII complexes are 

generally agreed upon in the field, the GEF substrate of TRAPPII is still debated.  
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  In vitro studies found that TRAPPI has GEF activity for Ypt1 in ER-to-Golgi 

transport (Jones et al. 2000, Wang, Sacher, and Ferro-Novick 2000). Biochemical 

studies show that TRAPPII has GEF activity on Ypt31. Genetic analysis by the 

overexpression of Ypt31 rescues the growth defect of a temperature sensitive trs130ts 

mutant strain. In addition, mis-localizations of Ypt1 and Ypt31 in various TRAPP subunit 

mutant strains support the finding that TRAPPI is a Ypt1 GEF and TRAPPII is a Ypt31 

GEF (Jones et al. 2000, Sacher et al. 2001, Morozova et al. 2006). Work from other 

groups dispute these findings and propose that TRAPPI and TRAPPII are both GEFs 

for Ypt1, albeit in different steps of trafficking. This model is based on mainly negative 

results. First, purified TRAPPII does not show GEF activity for Ypt31/32 (Wang and 

Ferro-Novick 2002). Secondly, GST tagged Ypt31 or Ypt32 is unable to pull-down any 

of the TRAPPII-specific subunits (Yip, Berscheminski, and Walz 2010). However, the 

process of purification can alter the TRAPP complex, leading to oligomerization or 

alteration in complex size (Choi et al. 2011, Brunet et al. 2012, Brunet et al. 2013). Also, 

the addition of GST tags on Ypt31/32 has been shown to alter their functionality for GEF 

assays, thus they were removed with a thrombin cleavage (Jones et al. 1995, Jones et 

al. 2000). Consequently, conclusions about the TRAPP complexes cannot be garnered 

solely from in vitro experiments. The model that both TRAPPI and TRAPPII are the 

Ypt31/32 GEF was further supported by the misconception that Ypt1 localizes mainly to 

the late Golgi due to its co-localization with Sec7 (Sclafani et al. 2010). However, I 

demonstrated, in the previous chapter, that Ypt1 is found mainly on the early Golgi and 

it only co-localizes with Sec7 at the transitional Golgi compartment.  
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 In-vivo visualization of solely the TRAPPI complex has not yet been 

accomplished. A core TRAPP subunit tagged with a fluorescent marker will fluoresce in 

all the TRAPP complexes (TRAPPI, II, and III). Microscopy has been performed for two 

TRAPPII-specific subunits, Trs120 and Trs130, as these subunits are exclusive to 

TRAPPII.  However, there remains a problem with visualizing one subunit (i.e. Trs130) 

and inferring the localization the entire complex (i.e. TRAPPII). Smaller sub-complexes 

may be formed while assembling the rest of the complex. For example, if Trs130 and 

Trs120 forms a sub-complex that attaches to TRAPPI to become TRAPPII, Trs130 

signal would represent TRAPPII complex plus the Trs120-130 sub-complex. In this 

example, Trs130 would not be an accurate representation of the localization of the 

TRAPPII complex. Likewise, fluorescently tagged TRAPP subunits may be able to 

dimerize or oligomerize in vivo. These non-native aggregates would exhibit the brightest 

fluorescent signals and also confuse the true localization of the TRAPP complexes. 

 Live-cell microscopy of pairs of TRAPP subunits has equally proven to be 

difficult, due to low signal intensity when subunits are tagged with a red fluorescent 

protein. Therefore, a different technique was used. A protein complementation assay, 

PCA, named bimolecular fluorescence complementation, BiFC, is a technique used to 

visualize 2 proteins with one fluorescent signal (Hu, Grinberg, and Kerppola 2005). This 

technique takes advantage of the property of fluorescent proteins such as YFP and 

CFP, to be expressed as proteins halves. Each half of the fluorescent protein by itself 

does not produce an signal, but when in close proximity, fluorophore. . The drawback of 

the BiFC technique is that the fluorescent protein halves cannot separate again one 

they have folded, meaning that even if the protein interaction is transitory, BiFC signal 
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will continue once formed. Furthermore, the assembled BiFC fluorescent protein causes 

the proteins of interest to remain in close proximity whether or not they would in their 

native state. Therefore, protein-protein interactions or complexes can be visualized with 

BiFC with proper controls, (Lipatova, Kim, and Segev 2015). BiFC has been used to 

identify the GEF-Ypt-effector module, Trs85(TRAPPIII)-Ypt1-Atg11 module as the 

organizer for the pre-autophagosomal structure, PAS, in the autophagic pathway 

(Lipatova et al. 2012). This same technique was used to visualize multiple subunits of 

the TRAPP complex in this chapter. 

In this chapter, I present evidence that TRAPPII is predominantly on the late 

Golgi with the same polarized localization pattern as Ypt31. I show the co-localization of 

Trs20-Trs120 BiFC and Trs130-Bet3 BiFC with the Golgi markers established in 

Chapter 2. To confirm the BiFC results, co-localization of Trs130 to the Golgi markers 

has been performed using the same Golgi markers. Further research will be necessary 

to determine if TRAPPI can be visualized as a distinct complex, what Golgi 

compartment TRAPPI localizes to in the Golgi, and if TRAPPI can be shown to convert 

to the TRAPPII complex. TRAPPI to TRAPPII conversion could allow for the 

coordinated activation of Ypt1 then Ypt31/32, allowing for the continuous movement of 

cargo from early to late Golgi.   
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B. Results 
 

i) Trs20 and Trs120 interact and co-localize to the late Golgi  
 
 The following passage, including the figure and legend, has been quoted 

verbatim from Taussig et al., 2013. This publication establishes that Trs20 is necessary 

for the assembly of the TRAPPII complex. Figure 19 contributes to this finding by 

demonstrating that Trs20 interacts with Trs120 and the Trs20D mutant found in patients 

with SEDT is unable to form this interaction.  

 To verify the Trs20–Trs120 interaction and the effect of the D46Y mutation in 

vivo, we used the bimolecular fluorescence complementation, BiFC, assay (Kerppola 

2008). Trs20 and Trs20-D46Y were tagged with the N-terminal fragment of YFP, and 

Trs120 was tagged with the C-terminal fragment of YFP. Yeast cells were transformed 

with plasmids expressing the two tagged proteins. Fluorescence in the YFP channel 

indicates that the two tagged proteins are physically interacting, thus bringing the two 

fragments of YFP into close proximity. BiFC can be observed in cells expressing Trs120 

with wild-type Trs20, but not with the Trs20-D46Y mutant protein (Figure 19A). The 

expression of tagged Trs120, Trs20-WT and Trs20-D46Y was confirmed using 

immunoblot analysis (Figure 19B). The co-localization of the Trs20–Trs120 BiFC puncta 

with the cis- and trans-Golgi markers, CopI and Chc1, respectively, was determined in 

cells expressing red Golgi markers. If the two subunits interact to form TRAPP II, Trs20  

and Trs120 should interact mostly on the trans-Golgi. Indeed, the Trs20-Trs120 BiFC 

puncta co-localize mostly with the trans-Golgi marker Chc1 (~87%), with very little co-

localization with the cis-Golgi marker Cop (~10%; Figure 19C,D). In contrast to the 

Trs20-Trs120 BiFC interaction, both Trs20-WT and Trs20-D46Y interact with Bet3 in the 
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BiFC assay. In this case Bet3 was tagged with the N-terminus of CFP, and Trs20 and 

Trs20-D46Y were tagged with the C-terminus of CFP. The BiFC of Bet3 with Trs20 and 

Trs20-D46Y could be observed in the CFP channel (Figure 19E). This analysis further 

supports the idea that Trs20 interacts with Trs120 in vivo to form TRAPP II on the trans-

Golgi, and that the D46Y mutation disrupts this interaction, but not the interaction of 

Trs20 with TRAPPI. 
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Figure 19.  In vivo interactions with Trs20 on the trans-Golgi.  
A) Trs120 interacts with wild-type Trs20, but not with Trs20-D46Y, in the BiFC assay. 
Wild-type cells (NSY128) were transformed with two plasmids, one expressing Trs120-
YFP-C and the other expressing YFP-N-Trs20 or YFP-N-Trs20-D46Y. Interaction was 
determined by YFP fluorescence, which was seen only in cells co-expressing Trs120 
and wild type Trs20, but not Trs20-D46Y. Representative cells are shown: YFP (top), 
DIC (bottom) [see quantification in (F)]. B) Expression of Trs120-YFP-C was confirmed 
using immunoblot analysis and anti-GFP antibody (top), and expression of YFP-N-
Trs20, wild type and D46Y, was confirmed using immunoblot analysis and anti-Trs20 
antibody (bottom; endogenous Trs20, bottom band; *nonspecific band). C,D) Co-
localization of the Trs120-Trs20 BiFC puncta with the trans-Golgi marker Chc1 (C), and 
the cis-Golgi marker CopI (D). Cells expressing RFP-tagged Golgi markers from their 
endogenous loci were transformed with Trs120-Trs20 (wt) BiFC plasmids (A). Whereas 
87% of the BiFC puncta co-localize with Chc1, about 10% co-localize with CopI. E) Bet3 
interacts with both Trs20 and Trs20-D46Y in the BiFC assay. Wild-type cells (NSY128) 
were transformed with two plasmids, one expressing CFP-N-Bet3 And the other 
expressing CFP-C-Trs20 Or CFP-C-Trs20-D46Y. Interaction was determined by CFP 
fluorescence seen in cells co-expressing Bet3 and Trs20 or Trs20-D46Y. F) 
Quantification of the BiFC interaction of Trs20, WT and D46Y, with Trs120 (A), or with 
Bet3 (E). Scale bar, 5 µm, arrows show co-localization, n is the number of cells. Results 
are representative of at least two independent experiments 
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ii) Trs130 and Bet3 co-localize to the late Golgi (unpublished) 

 The co-localization of Trs130-GFP with has performed with the Cop1-mCherry 

and Chc1-mRFP Golgi markers in Trs20WT and trs20ts strains (Taussig et al. 2013). 

First this previous co-localization was confirmed in the BY4741 wild-type strain using 

Trs130 tagged with the yeast codon-optimized GFP, yEGFP. This newly tagged Trs130-

yEGFP was co-localized with the mRFP-tagged Golgi markers used in Chapter 2 to 

localize the Ypts (Figure 20). Similar to the results from the earlier study, Trs130 mainly 

co-localized with the late Golgi markers Sec7 and Chc1 (~90%). <10% of the co-

localization was with Cop1, therefore, Trs130 does not localize with the early Golgi. This 

result confirms that in the same wild-type background, using the same red-tagged 

markers, TRAPPI has the same polarized localization in the Golgi as Ypt31 (Figure 10). 

 To determine if this localization is true for just the Trs130 subunit or also the 

TRAPPII complex, BiFC was performed to visualize Trs130 with Bet3 (Figure 21). Due 

to the inclusion of Bet3 in both TRAPPI and TRAPPII, visualizing Bet3 only when in 

close proximity to Trs130 excludes all TRAPPI or TRAPPIII related Bet3 signals. 

Therefore all co-localized signal pertains only to the TRAPPII complex. Similar to the 

results of Trs130-yEGFP co-localization, the highest co-localization was seen with Chc1 

at the late Golgi but it is less so (~68%). There is little co-localization with the early Golgi 

as well as the ER markers, Cop1 and Sec13, respectively (<10%). The Trs130-Bet3 

signal was also co-localized with the endosomal marker Snf7, due to TRAPPII’s role as 

a GEF for Ypt31/32 in recycling to the Golgi and also for later trafficking steps (20%) 

(Figure 21). 
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Figure 20. TRAPPII-specific subunit Trs130 co-localizes with Sec7 and Chc1.  
Cells expressing red fluorescently tagged Golgi markers and green fluorescently tagged 
Trs130 were visualized using live confocal microscopy. Co-localization was determined 
by how much of the Trs130 signal co-localized with red signal. The quantification is 
shown as mean ± STDEV. Scale bar, 5 µm, arrows show co-localization, n=24 cells for 
each marker. Results are representative of at least two independent experiments. 
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Figure 21. Interaction of Trs130 and Bet3 co-localizes with the late Golgi marker.  
BiFC was performed with YFP-N tagged Trs130 and YFP-C tagged Bet3 to form puncta 
that co-localize with Chc1-mRFP, a late Golgi marker. The BiFC Trs130-Bet3 puncta did 
not co-localize highly with the ER marker, the early Golgi marker, or the endosomal 
marker (Sec13, Cop1, and Snf7 respectively). The quantification is shown as mean ± 
STDEV. Scale bar, 5 µm, arrows show co-localization, n=20 cells for each marker. 
Results are representative of at least two independent experiments. 
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C. Discussion 
 
 The results in this chapter validate the placement of TRAPPII on the late Golgi. 

The in vivo live-cell microscopy of Trs120-20 pair as well as the Trs130-Bet3 pair highly 

co-localize with late Golgi markers and less so with Cop1, the early Golgi marker. 

Trs120-Trs20 co-localize to Chc1 ~87% (Figure 19) however Trs130-Bet3 only co-

localizes ~70% (Figure 21). This difference can be due to the use of varied yeast strain 

backgrounds. The red-tagged strains used for co-localization of Trs130-Bet3 was 

obtained from the (Huh et al. 2003) whereas Trs20WT and trs20ts were obtained from 

M. Sacher (Concordia University). Alternatively, different pairs of TRAPP subunits may 

be formed in sub-complexes, which is the reason multiple pairs are checked. Due to the 

role of Trs20 in assembly of TRAPPII, perhaps it is found at the late Golgi with Trs120 in 

higher occurrence than the rest of TRAPPII. 

 If TRAPPII acts as a GEF for Ypt31 in later secretory or recycling steps, where 

the Ypt31/32 effectors Sec2, Rcy1, and Myo2 are already identified (Ortiz et al. 2002, 

Chen et al. 2005, Lipatova et al. 2008), TRAPPII should also be found in some 

abundance with endosomes. Surprisingly, there is only ~20% co-localization of BiFC 

Trs130-Bet3 with the endosomal marker Snf7-mRFP (Figure 21). This could be 

explained by the fact that Snf7 is not found in all endosomes. The creators of the Snf7-

mRFP strain suggests that the tagged protein may not be fully function due it’s 

localization pattern (Huh et al. 2003). If this finding is accurate, it may be that the 

majority of TRAPPII is found on the Golgi, and cycles to endosomes. This would cause 

most of the fluorescence signal to accumulate from BiFC to the late Golgi, and less to 
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the smaller scattered endosomal structures. Other endosomal markers are needed to 

validate the co-localization of TRAPPII with endosomes. 

 Further studies are necessary to visualize the presence of TRAPPI complex in 

vivo and confirm its localization to the early Golgi. Hopefully, the advance of novel 

microscopic techniques will greatly simplify the in vivo visualization of TRAPP subunits 

and complexes. It is yet unclear whether TRAPP undergoes a conversion, from TRAPPI 

to TRAPPII during the process of Golgi maturation. Instead, there may also be two 

separate pools of TRAPPs, which regulate the amount of activated Ypts. Furthermore, 

there are still many questions about the other roles of TRAPP, besides the GEF activity 

it has on the Ypts, as tethers or their involvement in disease states (Kim, Lipatova, and 

Segev 2016).  
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CHAPTER 4. DISCUSSION 

 In this chapter: A.) the conclusions made in Chapters 2 and 3 are unified, B.) 

implications of these conclusions on the field of intracellular trafficking and Golgi 

homeostasis are discussed and C.) several new questions that arise from this research 

are examined. 

 

A. Summary of conclusions 

 The aim of this research study was to analyze the distribution and function of 

Rab GTPase and their GEFs in the yeast Golgi. Specifically, I determined the 

localization of Ypt1 and Ypt31 and TRAPPII to Golgi sub-compartments and analyzed 

the effect of Ypts on Golgi cisternal progression. 

 From Chapter 2, the following major conclusions can be made: Golgi markers 

can be established to the early and late Golgi, Ypt1 and Ypt31 GTPases are polarized 

to the opposite sides of the Golgi, early and late respectively, the Ypts co-localize on a 

transitional cisternae, and the Ypts regulate two distinct Golgi cisternal progressions 

steps. We conclude that as the analysis reported in the microscopy from Chapter 3, 

TRAPPII mainly localizes to the late Golgi shown by BiFC Trs120-Trs20, BiFC Trs130-

Bet3, and Trs130 co-localization with Golgi markers. Moreover, TRAPPII exhibits 

polarized localization in the Golgi similar to that shown for Ypt31 in Chapter 2. The 

combined emerging picture from the results in these two chapters is illustrated in 

Figure 22. 
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Figure 22. Graphical summary of results. The Golgi is the main sorting compartment 
of the secretory pathway between the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and the plasma 
membrane (PM). Ypt1 and Ypt31 GTPases, in blue and green respectively, are 
polarized to opposite sides of the Golgi. Ypt1 is found mainly at the early Golgi and 
regulates the cisternal progression step of early to transitional Golgi (indicated by the 
arrow and red I). Ypt31 is found at the late Golgi and regulates the cisternal progression 
step of transitional to late Golgi (indicated by the arrow and red II). TRAPPII has the 
same localization pattern as Ypt31 and is found to localize with Sec7 and Chc1. The 
remaining question is whether the high levels of TRAPPII co-localization with Sec7 and 
Chc1 is solely to the late Golgi compartment, or is also found at the transitional 
compartment.  
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B. Implications of results 

i. Resolving the Golgi localization of Ypt1  

 In Chapter 2, I establish that Golgi proteins can be visualized by live-cell confocal 

microscopy and organized to the early, transitional, and late compartments in yeast. 

This allows for more clarity in future localization of proteins to Golgi cisternae. Currently, 

Sec7 and Chc1 are both considered late Golgi markers and they co-localize extensively. 

However, I found that Sec7 also highly localizes to a Golgi transitional compartment 

when compared to Chc1. Therefore, using these two markers interchangeably as late 

Golgi markers could lead to inaccurate conclusions. 

 The accepted fact that Sec7 is a late Golgi marker was one of the issues leading 

to the conflict of the intra-Golgi localization of Ypt1. Ypt1 was proposed to have a 

functional role at the late Golgi based on co-localization with Sec7 (Sclafani et al. 2010, 

Suda et al. 2013). In these studies, fluorescently tagged Ypts were expressed from the 

chromosome at the locus of an auxotrophic marker as a secondary copy. These tagged 

variants were expressed over 4-5 fold higher than the endogenous protein when 

checked by western blotting (Rivera-Molina and Novick 2009). The results of Chapter 2 

show that the use of Sec7 as a late Golgi marker combined with elevated expression 

levels of the tagged Ypts led to Golgi cisternal progression defects and the placement of 

Ypt1 at the late Golgi.  

 Also in Chapter 2, I propose that the Ypt1-Sec7 co-localization is due to the Rab 

conversion that occurs as the Golgi cisterna matures to gain late Golgi markers and 

Ypt31 while losing Ypt1 and early Golgi markers. The process of Rab conversion was 

shown to occur on endosomes with Rab5 labeled early endosomes to Rab7 labeled late 
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endosomes (Rink et al. 2005). I propose that in the Golgi, this process occurs at a 

transitional compartment. Based on the finding that Ypt1 polarizes to the early Golgi, I 

expect that Ypt1 would not have a role at the late Golgi. However, Ypt1 was reported to 

have a role in endosome to trans-Golgi transport. This idea stemmed from the 

accumulation of a SNARE protein, GFP-SNC1, in a Ypt1 mutant (Sclafani et al. 2010). 

A study performed by the Segev lab determined that this accumulation is due to a 

defect in ER-phagy (Lipatova et al. 2013). Thus, there is no evidence either for the 

localization or function of Ypt1 at the late Golgi.  

ii. Genetic support for Golgi cisternal progression 

 Originally, the Golgi was sub-compartmentalized into cis, medial, and trans 

compartments identified by glycoenzyme content and subcellular fractionation studies 

(Farquhar and Palade 1981, Goldberg and Kornfeld 1983, Nilsson, Au, and Bergeron 

2009). Two recent studies show that Golgi cisternal progression occurs in yeast, and 

this dynamic process can be visualized using early and late Golgi markers (Losev et al. 

2006, Matsuura-Tokita et al. 2006). Using the time-lapse imaging techniques described 

in these studies and others, I found that overexpressing or hyper-activating Ypt1 or 

Ypt31 leads to temporal changes in cisternal progression. Ypt1 regulates an early to 

transitional compartmental progression step, and the effect of Ypt31 is centered on the 

late Golgi. During the process of cisternal maturation, the transitional compartment, 

what I describe as the transient Golgi compartment in Chapter 2, loses Ypt1 and early 

Golgi proteins and gains Ypt31 and late Golgi proteins in a sequential manner. The 

terms cis, medial, and trans are not used here to describe the compartments because 

this terminology specifies the enzymatic reaction that occur. Instead, I use the terms 
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early, transitional, and late compartments to take into account the temporal aspect of 

Golgi maturation. 

 There are only two other studies that provide genetic evidence of Golgi 

maturation. Bhave et al. in 2014 showed that depletion of Arf1 GTPase leads to fewer 

and bigger Sec7-labeled compartments (Bhave et al. 2014). They conclude that the 

Sec7-labeled compartments are late Golgi, however, it is probably the transitional 

compartment that they observed. Additionally, they discovered that in arf1Δ cells, the 

early cisternae persist longer and show evidence of the Vrg4 to Sec7 cisternal transition 

occurring slower, while late Golgi dynamics remained the same. Based on the above 

results, Arf1 must have a role in early to transitional Golgi, similar to that of Ypt1. The 

authors conclude that Arf1 regulates cisternal progression, however, this study fails to 

determine whether Arf1 is a regulator or merely a component of Golgi dynamics. To 

determine whether Arf1 is truly a regulator of Golgi dynamics, further analysis of Arf1 

needs to be performed in a nucleotide-dependent manner (i.e. activated state).  

 A second study examined the mechanics of Golgi dynamics when Cop1 is 

sequestered to the mitochondria or ribosomes (Papanikou et al. 2015). Cop1 is a coat 

protein implicated in intra-Golgi transport for Golgi structure maintenance. Papanikou et 

al. found that when Cop1 is unavailable, reduced secretion still continues. They 

determined the secretion was due to the formation of hybrid Golgi structures, which 

contain early (GFP-Vrg4) and late Golgi (Sec7-DsRed) proteins. Although the hybrid 

structure described by Papanikou et al. is similar to the transitional compartment, there 

are some differences. As described earlier, the transitional compartment is found 

transiently in a wild-type situation and is more prevalent upon Ypt1 overexpression, 
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however, separate early and late Golgi compartments can still be distinguished. In the 

Cop1 disrupted cell, the hybrid compartment is the only Golgi structure available. 

Additionally, they show that Sec7 and Kex2 are recycled from the hybrid Golgi, however 

Vrg4 remains. They conclude that Cop1 is the component responsible for trafficking 

early Golgi proteins such as Vrg4 to newly forming Golgi, making it necessary for Golgi 

cisternal maturation, and that some other factor, theorized to be Chc1, is responsible for 

trafficking late Golgi proteins. 

 Adding to the current knowledge, my work describes Vrg4 or Cop1 to Sec7 as 

the early to transitional Golgi maturation step, and I found the existence of a novel 

subsequent maturation step, the transitional to late Golgi visualize by Sec7 to Chc1. I 

provide evidence that the GTPases Ypt1 and Ypt31 regulate these two steps 

respectively based on their ability to increase the speed of cisternal progression in their 

hyper-activated states.  

iii. Views for TRAPP as a GEF 

 As discussed in Chapter 3, there is disagreement on whether the target of GEF 

activity of TRAPPII is Ypt1 or Ypt31/32. This was partially due to the mis-localization of 

Ypt1 to the late Golgi (Sclafani et al. 2010), which was already discussed above. 

Additional support for the view that TRAPPII is not a Ypt31/32 GEF is based on 

negative results and structural studies. Some studies showed that GEF activity for 

Ypt31/32 was not found from purified TRAPPII and that tagged Ypt31/32 could not pull 

down any TRAPPII specific subunits (Wang and Ferro-Novick 2002, Yip, 

Berscheminski, and Walz 2010). Other studies showed that TRAPP purification can 

lead to oligomerization and also can change which side of the complex is open to allow 
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a Ypt to bind for GEF activity (Choi et al. 2011, Brunet et al. 2012, Brunet et al. 2013). 

Therefore, conclusions about the TRAPP complexes cannot be made solely on negative 

results and in-vitro experiments, which may affect the nature of the complex.  

 From my in-vivo live-microscopy analysis, it can be concluded that TRAPPII is 

mainly localized on late Golgi, with similar polarized localization patterns as Ypt31. 

Since the GEF must be present upstream of the GTPase it activates, and the TRAPPII 

subunits co-localize with the late Golgi markers Sec7 and Chc1, I propose that TRAPPII 

is not the GEF for Ypt1, which co-localizes with early Golgi markers. These results as 

well as others previously discussed in Chapter 3 support the model that TRAPPII acts 

as a GEF for Ypt31 and not Ypt1.  

 

C. Open questions 
 

i. How are the two steps of Golgi cisternal progression coordinated? 

 As discussed above, Ypt1 and Ypt31 regulate two distinct steps of Golgi cisternal 

progression, early to transitional and transitional to late. The molecular mechanism of 

this process is unknown. Overexpression or hyper-activation of one of the Ypts only 

affects its own progression step, while there is no change in the progression step of the 

other Ypt. At a glance, this implies that there is no crosstalk or coordination between 

these two Ypts and their transport steps. However, this could be due to the addition of 

the overexpressed and/or hyper-activated Ypts from an external source. Under native 

conditions, there may be coordination by the regulators of Ypts to maintain similar levels 

of Ypt1 and Ypt31.   
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 There is evidence that a GAP cascades occurs in the Golgi with Ypt32 and Ypt1 

(Rivera-Molina and Novick 2009, Suda et al. 2013). This proposed GAP cascade would 

ensure that Ypt1 is not activated above the levels of Ypt31. Concurrently, to ensure that 

Ypt31 is activated to the same level as Ypt1, a GEF cascade would be an elegant 

solution. In this scenario, Ypt1 would interact with TRAPPII as an effector to recruit it for 

Ypt31/32 activation. However, a GEF cascade has not yet been shown between Ypt1 

and Ypt31. Even without a GEF cascade, The TRAPP complex is an ideal candidate for 

regulating the levels of stimulated Ypts. One possibility is that the availability of TRAPPI 

or TRAPPII causes both Ypts to be activated at similar levels. The other possibility is 

that TRAPPI converts to TRAPPII as the Golgi matures to first activate Ypt1 and then 

activate Ypt31/32. The first question to address is whether TRAPP coordinates cisternal 

progression, and if not, to determine what other factors are involved in coordinating the 

levels of Ypts. The next question does not depend on the first, but addresses whether 

TRAPPI converts to TRAPPII as the Golgi matures.  

ii. Which effectors of Ypt1 and Ypt31 are involved in cisternal progression? 

 Many effectors have been identified for these Ypts and their mammalian 

homologs. However, only some effectors are associated with the Golgi. In yeast, GTP-

loaded purified Ypt1 was shown to bind with the COG tethering complex through its 

subunits Sec34/35 (Suvorova, Duden, and Lupashin 2002). Rab1 effectors, GM130 with 

GRASP65 and Golgin84 and Uso1, p115 in yeast, are Golgi related and have been 

implicated with Golgi ribbon homeostasis in mammalian cells (discussed in detail later) 

and could be the effector(s) involved in maintaining cisternal progression (Moyer, Allan, 

and Balch 2001, Diao et al. 2003, Sapperstein et al. 1996, Sapperstein et al. 1995, Cao, 
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Ballew, and Barlowe 1998, An et al. 2009, Satoh et al. 2003). For Ypt31 or Rab11, the 

effector Gyp1, is the proposed GAP for Ypt1 to function in a GAP cascade and could 

play a role in coordinating levels of activated Ypt1 and Ypt31 (Rivera-Molina and Novick 

2009). The most promising candidate, Sec7, is proposed to be an effector of both Ypt1 

and Ypt31. An earlier study performed by the Segev lab linked the Ypts to Sec7 with a 

genetic interaction, overexpression of Ypt1, Ypt31, or Ypt32 suppressed temperature 

sensitive growth phenotypes of Sec7 mutants (Jones et al. 1999). A recent study 

determined that Ypt1 and Ypt31 recruits Sec7 to liposomes in a GTP dependent 

manner and labels Sec7 as an effector of both Ypts (McDonold and Fromme 2014). 

Moreover, Sec7 is a promising candidate, as it acts as a GEF for Arf1, earlier discussed 

to be another component that is involved in cisternal progression.  

iii. How does the partial sequestration of Ypt1 to autophagic pathways affect 

Golgi transport and cisternal progression?  

 In this study, I demonstrate that changes in levels of Ypt1 affect the dynamics of 

Golgi cisternal progression. However, in additional to its role in secretion and Golgi 

homeostasis, several studies from the Segev lab show that Ypt1 is required for general 

autophagy, as well as selective ER-phagy (Lipatova et al. 2012, Lipatova et al. 2013, 

Lipatova and Segev 2015). During nutrient starvation, the process of non-selective 

macro-autophagy is activated to engulf cellular components for degradation and 

recycling (Feng et al. 2014). The initial step of autophagy is the formation of the pre-

autophagosomal structure, PAS, which requires Ypt1. Trs85, a component of TRAPPIII, 

recruits and activates Ypt1 to interact with its effector, Atg11, to organize other 

autophagic, Atg, proteins, which comprise the PAS (Lipatova et al. 2012). Under 
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conditions of stress or starvation where these pathways are activated, Ypt1 must be 

sequestered to the autophagic pathway. If there were a readily available pool of Ypts for 

all these pathways, the overexpression of Ypts would not have caused the changes of 

Golgi protein localization shown in Chapter 2. Currently, it is not known whether 

autophagy or Atgs affect secretion (Deretic, Jiang, and Dupont 2012). Moreover, it is not 

known whether the induction of non-selective autophagy will alter Golgi dynamics. If 

Golgi dynamics are reduced or halted when autophagy is activated, this would 

effectively switch major protein trafficking components away from secretion to 

autophagy. The cell would be investing in recycling cellular components for survival 

rather than transport of components for growth. This model would place Rab GTPases 

as a global regulator of multiple cellular pathways, not just of individual pathways steps. 

iv. Is Ypt6 involved in the regulation of cisternal progression? 

 Besides Ypt1 and Ypt31/32, there are two other Ypts involved with exocytosis, 

Sec4 and Ypt6. Sec4 is not associated with the Golgi but regulates the transport of 

secretory vesicles at a stage after the Golgi and before the plasma membrane 

(Salminen and Novick 1989). Thus, Sec4 is probably not involved in Golgi 

compartmental regulation. Ypt6 is a non-essential GTPase that has a human homolog, 

Rab6, which localizes to the Golgi and has a role in its structural organization (Starr et 

al. 2010, Storrie et al. 2012). The role of Ypt6 is still controversial due to evidence for 

regulation of intra-Golgi transport as well as retrograde traffic from late endosomes to 

the Golgi (Li and Warner 1996, Siniossoglou, Peak-Chew, and Pelham 2000, Luo and 

Gallwitz 2003). Two recent studies show evidence of crosstalk occurring between Ypt6 

and Ypt31/32. The first study shows that Ypt6 localizes to the Golgi and dissociates to 
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the cytosol when Ypt31/32 arrives. This study suggests that the putative GAP for Ypt6, 

Gyp6, is recruited by Ypt32 to facilitate the removal of Ypt6 in a GAP cascade (Suda et 

al. 2013). The second study shows that Trs130 interacts with Gyp6. A possible model is 

suggested where TRAPPII coordinates the recruitment of Ypt31/32 with the removal of 

Ypt6 (Brunet et al. 2016). These links found between Ypt6 and Ypt31/32 allow for 

coordination of these Ypts. Since Ypt31/32 is involved in regulation of cisternal 

progression, an open question to explore is whether Ypt6 or Rab6 also a role.  

v. Do mammalian Rab1 and Rab11 regulate Golgi stacks?  

 To determine whether the results found in this study are relevant for human cells, 

it is important to determine if the mammalian homologs of Ypt1 and Ypt31, Rab1 and 

Rab11 respectively, regulate the progression of Golgi in mammalian cells. Mammalian 

Golgi is formed in paralleled stacks and linked together (Marra et al. 2007). The initial 

question to be addressed is whether the process of Golgi cisternal progression occurs 

within these Golgi stacks, or if they are stationary as described by the anterograde 

vesicular transport in a stable Golgi model (Orci et al. 1997, Orci et al. 2000). If some 

form of Golgi maturation does occur within the stacks, it would be beneficial to know 

whether Rabs play a role in the regulation of that process. Two recent studies have 

shown evidence for and against Cisternal maturation in mammalian Golgi stacks and 

thus the field is not yet unified on a single Golgi model (Lavieu, Zheng, and Rothman 

2013, Rizzo et al. 2013).  

 Regardless of whether the Golgi undergoes maturation in mammalian cells, 

Rab1 and Rab11 may have roles in stabilizing or regulating Golgi stack homeostasis. A 

recent study showed that a Rab1 mutant that cannot perform nucleotide exchange in rat 
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embryonic fibroblasts causes Golgi stack dispersion and disassembly (Wilson et al. 

1994). It would be interesting to study what hyper-activated Rab1 or Rab11 would do to 

the structure of the mammalian Golgi stacks. GM130, mentioned above as an effector 

of Rab1, is implicated as having an important role for membrane incorporation into Golgi 

stacks and in the absence of GM130, the Golgi ribbon is broken down (Marra et al. 

2007). Although there are indications that Rab1 is involved in mammalian Golgi 

structure, the exact function and mechanism of these Rab GTPases in regulating Golgi 

membrane dynamics is still an open question. 
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CHAPTER 5. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 All materials and methods are taken the three published papers (Kim et al. 2016, 

Taussig et al. 2013, Lipatova et al. 2012) unless otherwise noted.  

 

A. Antibodies and reagents 

 The sources of antibodies used in this study are detailed below in the sections for 

their specific use.  All reagents were purchased from Fisher Scientific (Bridgewater, NJ) 

except for: media components other than amino acids from US Biological (Swampscott, 

MA); ProtoGel for immuno-blots from National Diagnostics (Atlanta, GA); detection 

reagents for immuno-blots from GE Healthcare Life Sciences (Buckinghamshire, UK); 

film from Denville Scientific (Holliston, MA); glass beads from BioSpec Products 

(Bartlesville, OK); PCR reagents, restriction enzymes and buffers from New England 

BioLabs (Ipswich, MA); hygromycin B (Hyg) and geneticin (G418) from  Invitrogen 

(Carlsbad, CA); and nourseothricin (Nat) from Jena Bioscience (Jena, Germany). 

 

B. Protein level analysis 

 Levels of Ypt1 and Ypt31 in cell lysates were determined from exponentially 

growing cells normalized to the same OD600 as previously described (Lipatova et al. 

2012).  Lysates were subjected to immuno-blot analysis using affinity-purified rabbit 

anti-Ypt1 or anti-Ypt31 antibodies (Jedd, Mulholland, and Segev 1997). Loading control 

was determined using rabbit anti-G6PDH antibodies (Sigma).  Quantification of bands 

was performed with ImageJ software (National Institute of Health).  
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 For Chapter 3, anti-GFP (mouse, Roche) and anti-Trs20 (rabbit, generaously 

provided by M. Sacher) were used. To compare the expression of yeast proteins for this 

study, 5 OD600 units of cells were harvested for each sample. Each was resuspended 

in 10% TCA, and lysed with glass beads in the presence of urea, as described 

previously (Graham and Emr 1991), except that TCA was used at a final concentration 

of 10%, and samples were vortexed with glass beads for 3 min. 

 

C. Fluorescence microscopy 

 Fluorescence microscopy of cells grown to mid-log phase (in flasks) was done 

using a Zeiss Confocal LSM700 microscope controlled by Zen software.  Images were 

captured using a 100x/1.45 NA objective.  Laser lines used: 488nm for GFP/YFP/FITC, 

555nm for mCherry/mRFP/Texas Red, and 639nm for Alexa Fluor® 647.  To limit photo 

bleaching, all images were taken as fast as possible and within 10 minutes of slide 

preparation and using minimal laser strength.   

i. Live-cell imaging 

 For live-cell imaging Z-stacks were taken at 0.35 µm increments.  Only the 

microscopy for Figure 6 was performed on a deconvolution Zeiss Axiovision microscope 

(Carl Zeiss, Thornwood, NY) with FITC, fluorescein isothiocyanate (yEVenus) and 

Texas Red (mCherry) filters.  Co-localization was quantified by counting puncta that do 

or do not overlap through several z-stacks and the stack with the highest amount of co-

localization was selected.  Random images of Golgi marker co-localization from 

Figure 5 were processed with the JACoP plugin to determine the Pearson’s coefficient 
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of co-localization (by pixels). Pearson’s coefficient confirmed the relative map of the 

Golgi proteins determined by counting puncta. 

ii. Immunofluorescence 

 Immunofluorescence was done with Ibidi µ-slide 8-well coated (Poly-L-Lysine) 

microscopy chambers using affinity-purified anti-Ypt1 and anti-Ypt31 antibodies as 

previously described (Jedd, Mulholland, and Segev 1997). The following dye-

conjugated secondary antibodies were purchased from Jackson Immunoresearch: 

Texas Red® dye-conjugated AffiniPure Goat Anti-Rabbit IgG; Alexa Fluor® 647-

conjugated AffiniPure Goat Anti-Rabbit IgG; Fluorescein (FITC)-conjugated AffiniPure 

Goat Anti-Rabbit IgG.  Co-localization was quantified by counting puncta that do or do 

not overlap on a single focal plane.  Only the microscopy for Figure 24, Appendix was 

performed on a deconvolution Zeiss Axiovision microscope (Carl Zeiss, Thornwood, 

NY) with a FITC, fluorescein isothiocyanate filter.   

iii. Time-lapse microscopy  

 Time-lapse microscopy was performed using the Zen software.  One focal plane 

was followed for approximately 2 minutes. The resulting movies were analyzed using 

Fiji software (Schindelin et al. 2012).  Images were measured for photobleach-

correction and then adjusted with Gaussian filters.  Single puncta were selected to track 

over time and measured for average fluorescence intensity. The resulting curves were 

adjusted to the same minimum/maximum range (0-1) using the equation previously 

detailed (Daboussi, Costaguta, and Payne 2012). Puncta were chosen as being a single 

color followed closely by the second color in the order of anterograde traffic as 

previously described (Losev et al. 2006).  Statistical significance of the time-lapse curve 
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calculations were tested using the unpaired, Student’s t-Test with GraphPad Software 

(http://www.graphpad.com/quickcalcs/ttest1/?Format=50).  

iv. BiFC microscopy 

 For the bimolecular fluorescence complementation (BiFC) assays, cells 

(NSY128) were transformed with two plasmids expressing Trs120-YFP-C and YFPN-

Trs20 or YFP-N-Trs20-D46Y; or CFP-N-Bet3 with CFP-C-Trs20 or CFPC-Trs20-D46Y 

for Figure 19. For Figure 21, Trs130-YFP-N and Bet3-YFP-C expression plasmids were 

used. Independent transformants were grown to mid-log phase, and YFP or CFP 

fluorescence were visualized using a Zeiss Confocal LSM 700 microscope. 

 

D. Construction of yeast strains and growth 

 The yeast strains used in this thesis are listed in Table IV. Strains were 

constructed by transformation and homologous recombination. Golgi proteins were 

tagged on the chromosome at their C-termini with mRFP, GFP, mCherry, or yEGFP 

using a standard technique (Wach et al., 1997) using appropriate plasmids listed in the 

plasmid table.  All GFP-tagged strains were checked to ensure that the tagged product 

is stable by using immuno-blot analysis and mouse monoclonal anti-GFP antibodies 

(Roche Diagnostics). Media preparation and yeast culture growth were done as 

previously described in Segev and Botstein (Segev and Botstein 1987). 
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Table IV. Yeast Strains used for this study 
 

NSY 
number  Alias   Genotype   Reference  

NSY862  Cop1-mRFP   mat alpha his3 delta1 leu2 delta 0 lys2 delta 0 ura3 
delta 0 COP1::mRFP-kanMX6  

(Huh et al. 
2003) 

NSY1733  Cop1-mRFP  
Vrg4-yEGFP   NSY862 VRG4::yEGFP-nat  (Kim et al. 

2016) 

NSY1734  Cop1-mRFP  
Sec7-yEGFP   NSY862 SEC7::yEGFP-nat  (Kim et al. 

2016) 

NSY1735  Cop1-mRFP  
Chc1-GFP   NSY862 CHC1::GFP-hyg  (Kim et al. 

2016) 

NSY863  Chc1-mRFP   mat alpha his3 delta1 leu2 delta 0 lys2 delta 0 ura3 
delta 0 CHC1::mRFP-kanMX6  

(Huh et al. 
2003) 

NSY1736  Chc1-mRFP  
Vrg4-yEGFP   NSY863 VRG4::yEGFP-nat  (Kim et al. 

2016) 

NSY1737  Chc1-mRFP  
Cop1-GFP   NSY863 COP1::GFP-hyg  (Kim et al. 

2016) 

NSY1738  Chc1-mRFP  
Sec7-yEGFP   NSY863 SEC7::yEGFP-nat  (Kim et al. 

2016) 

NSY825  WT- BY4741   mat a leu2 delta 0 ura3 delta 0 his3 delta 1 met15 
delta 0   

(Brachmann 
et al. 1998) 

NSY1739  Sec7-mCherry   BY4741 SEC7::mCherry-NatR  (Kim et al. 
2016) 

NSY1740  Vrg4-yEGFP   BY4741 VRG4::yEGFP-NatR  (Kim et al. 
2016) 

NSY1221  yEGFP-Ypt31/ypt31Δ   mat alpha ade2 ura3-52 leu2-3,112 his3 delta 200 
lys2 ypt32::kan yEGFP-Ypt31(LYS2) in Ypt31 locus  

(Kim et al. 
2016) 

NSY1741  yEGFP-Ypt31/ypt31Δ 
Sec7-mRFP  

 mat alpha ade2 ura3-52 leu2-3,112 his3 delta 200 
lys2 ypt32::kan yEGFP-Ypt31(LYS2) in Ypt31 locus 
SEC7::mRFP-HygR  

(Kim et al. 
2016) 

NSY1742  Chc1-GFP   BY4741  CHC1::GFP-HygR  (Kim et al. 
2016) 

NSY1743  Chc1-GFP  
Sec7-mRFP   BY4741  CHC1::GFP-HygR SEC7::mRFP-G418R  (Kim et al. 

2016) 

NSY1744  Sec7-mRFP   BY4741  SEC7::mRFP-G418R   (Kim et al. 
2016) 

NSY1745  Cop1-GFP  
Sec7-mRFP   BY4741  SEC7::mRFP-G418R COP1::GFP-HygR  (Kim et al. 

2016) 

NSY128  WT- DBY4985   mat alpha ade2 his3 delta 200 leu2-3,112 lys2-801 
ura3-52  

David 
Botstein 

NSY1746  Chc1-GFP   NSY128 CHC1::GFP-HygR  (Kim et al. 
2016) 
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NSY1747  Chc1-GFP  
Sec7-mRFP   NSY128  CHC1::GFP-HygR SEC7::mRFP-G418R  (Kim et al. 

2016) 

NSY1748  Cop1-GFP   NSY128  COP1::GFP-HygR   (Kim et al. 
2016) 

NSY1749  Cop1-GFP  
Sec7-mRFP   NSY128  COP1::GFP-HygR SEC7::mRFP-G418R  (Kim et al. 

2016) 

NSY1541  ypt1Δ + pRS316-Ypt1   NSY128 pRS316-YPT1 yptt1 delta::HygR  (Lipatova et 
al. 2013) 

NSY302  ypt31Δ/ypt32Δ  
+ pRS316-Ypt31  

 mat alpha ade2 his3 delta 200 leu2-3 lys2 ura3-52 
deltaYPT31::HIS2 pRS316-Ypt31 deltaYPT32::KanR 
pRS316-Ypt31  

(Jedd, 
Mulholland, 
and Segev 

1997) 

NSY220  WT- YPT1   mat alpha ura3-52 lys2 his4  (Liang et al. 
2007)  

NSY222  ypt1ts   mat alpha ura3-52 his4 ypt1A136D  (Liang et al. 
2007) 

NSY125  WT- YPT31/32   mat a ura3-52 lys2 his4  (Jones et al. 
1999) 

NSY348  ypt31Δ/ypt32ts   mat a ura3-52 lys2 his4-539 deltaYPT31::HIS3 
ypt32-A141D   

(Jones et al. 
1999) 

NSY1750  YPT1  
Sec7-mRFP   NSY1081 SEC7::mRFP-G418R  (Kim et al. 

2016) 

NSY1754  YPT1  
Sec7-mRFP Cop1-GFP   NSY1081 SEC7::mRFP-G418R COP1::GFP-HygR  (Kim et al. 

2016) 

NSY1756  YPT1  
Sec7-mRFP Chc1-GFP   NSY1081 SEC7::mRFP-G418R CHC1::GFP-HygR  (Kim et al. 

2016) 

NSY1751  ypt1ts  
Sec7-mRFP   NSY1082 SEC7::mRFP-G418R  (Kim et al. 

2016) 

NSY1758  ypt1ts  
Sec7-mRFP Cop1-GFP   NSY1082 SEC7::mRFP-G418R COP1::GFP-HygR  (Kim et al. 

2016) 

NSY1760  ypt1ts  
Sec7-mRFP Chc1-GFP   NSY1082 SEC7::mRFP-G418R CHC1::GFP-HygR  (Kim et al. 

2016) 

NSY1752  YPT31/32  
Sec7-mRFP   NSY125 SEC7::mRFP-G418R  (Kim et al. 

2016) 

NSY1762  YPT31/32  
Sec7-mRFP Cop1-GFP   NSY125 SEC7::mRFP-G418R COP1::GFP-HygR  (Kim et al. 

2016) 

NSY1764  YPT31/32  
Sec7-mRFP Chc1-GFP   NSY125 SEC7::mRFP-G418R CHC1::GFP-HygR  (Kim et al. 

2016) 

NSY1753  ypt31Δ/ypt32ts  
Sec7-mRFP   NSY348 SEC7::mRFP-G418R  (Kim et al. 

2016) 

NSY1766  ypt31Δ/ypt32ts  
Sec7-mRFP Cop1-GFP   NSY349 SEC7::mRFP-G418R COP1::GFP-HygR  (Kim et al. 

2016) 

NSY1768  ypt31Δ/ypt32ts  
Sec7-mRFP Chc1-GFP   NSY350 SEC7::mRFP-G418R CHC1::GFP-HygR  (Kim et al. 

2016) 
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NSY1770 Trs130-yEGFP BY4741 TRS130::yEGFP-NatR  This study 

NSY1771 Trs130-yEGFP  
Cop1-mRFP BY4741 TRS130::yEGFP-NatR  COP1::mRFP This study 

NSY1772 Trs130-yEGFP  
Sec7-ytagmRFP BY4741 TRS130::yEGFP-NatR SEC7::ytagmRFP  This study 

NSY1773 Trs130-yEGFP  
Chc1-mRFP BY4741 TRS130::yEGFP-NatR This study 

NSY864 Sec13-mRFP mat alpha his3 delta1 leu2 delta 0 lys2 delta 0 ura3 
delta 0 SEC13::mRFP-kanMX6 

(Huh et al. 
2003) 

NSY865 Snf7-mRFP mat alpha his3 delta1 leu2 delta 0 lys2 delta 0 ura3 
delta 0 SNF7::mRFP-kanMX6 

(Huh et al. 
2003) 

NSY752 Y2H-haploid-alpha MATα trp1-901 leu2-3,112 ura3-52 his3-200 gal4Δ 
gal80Δ gal2-ade2 lys2::gal1-his3 met2::gal7-lacZ 

(James, 
Halladay, 
and Craig 

1996) 

NSY468 Y2H-haploid-A 
MATa trp1-901 leu2-3,112 ura3-52 his3-200 gal4Δ 
gal80Δ GAL2-ADE2 LYS2:GAL1-HIS3 met2::GAL7-
lacZ 

(James, 
Halladay, 
and Craig 

1996) 

NSY125 WT- YPT1 DBY1034 MATa his4-539 lys2-801 ura3-52 David 
Botstein 

NSY55 ypt1-1 DBY1803 MATa his4-539 lys2-801 ura3-52 ypt1-
T40K 

David 
Botstein 
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E. Construction of plasmids 

 The plasmids used in this thesis are listed in Table V. Plasmid for 

expression of mCherry-Ypt1 was constructed by sub-cloning mCherry to replace 

yEVenus in pNS1430.  pNS220 (pRS316-Ypt31) was described in (Jedd, Mulholland, 

and Segev 1997).  pNS939 (pRS317-Ypt31) was made by sub-cloning the Ypt31 

containing ClaI-XbaI fragment from pRS316-Ypt31 into pRS317.  pNS939 (pRS317-

yEGFP-Ypt31) was made as follows: first, PciI site was removed from the vector 

backbone and introduced upstream of Ypt31 by site-directed mutagenesis, then yEGFP 

was cloned in frame with Ypt31 using PciI. pNS993 was previously described (Liang et 

al. 2007). pNS1556 (Ypt1Q67L in a 2µ LEU2) was made by site-directed mutagenesis 

of pNS993.  pNS1557 (pFA6a-GFP-HygR) was made by replacing G418R cassette with 

HygR cassette using BglII and SacI sites.  pNS1533 (pKT-yEGFP-NatR) was made by 

replacing G418R cassette with NatR cassette using BglII and SacI 

sites.  The CEN plasmids, pNS1558 and pNS1559 were constructed by sub-cloning 

Ypt1Q67L and Ypt31Q72L from the 2µ plasmids pNS1556 and pNS782, respectively, 

using the Sal1 and Xba1 sites of pNS245 (CEN Leu2). 
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Table V. Plasmids used for this study 
 

PNS 
number Alias Genotype Reference 

pNS245 empty CEN pRS315 CEN, LEU2, Ampr (Sikorski and 
Hieter 1989) 

pNS1430 yEVenus-Ypt1 pRS315-yEVenus-YPT1 (Taussig et al. 
2013) 

pNS1431 mCherry-Ypt1 pRS315-mCherry-YPT1 (Kim et al. 
2016) 

pNS1364 CEN Ypt1 pRS315-YPT1 (Lipatova et al. 
2012) 

pNS661 GFP-Ypt31 pRS315-GFP-YPT31 Ruth Collins 

pNS221 CEN Ypt31 pRS315-YPT31 

(Jedd, 
Mulholland, 
and Segev 

1997) 

pNS246 empty CEN pRS316 CEN, URA3, Ampr (Sikorski and 
Hieter 1989) 

pNS636 CEN Ypt1 pRS316-YPT1 Ruth Collins 

pNS220 CEN Ypt31 pRS316-YPT31 

(Jedd, 
Mulholland, 
and Segev 

1997) 

pNS719 empty CEN pRS317 CEN, LYS2, Ampr (Eriksson et 
al. 2004) 

pNS939 CEN Ypt31 pRS317-YPT31 (Kim et al. 
2016) 

pNS994 yEGFP-Ypt31 pRS317-yEGFP-YPT31 (Kim et al. 
2016) 

pNS180 empty 2µ pRS425 2µ, LEU2, Ampr (Sikorski and 
Hieter 1989) 

pNS993 2µ Ypt1 YEp423-YPT1 LEU2 (Liang et al. 
2007) 

pNS1556 2µ Ypt1-GTP YEp423-YPT1Q67L (Kim et al. 
2016) 

pNS781 2µ Ypt31 pRS425-Ypt31 Scott Emr 

pNS782 2µ Ypt31-GTP pRS425-YPT31Q72L Scott Emr 

pNS274 empty 2µ YEp24 2µ, URA3, Ampr New England 
Biolabs, MA 
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pNS489 2µ Ypt1 YEp24-YPT1 (Morozova et 
al. 2006) 

pNS229 2µ Ypt31 YEp24-YPT31 (Jones et al. 
1999) 

pNS1527 tagging plasmid pFA6a-mRFP-G418r (Huh et al. 
2003) 

pNS1557 tagging plasmid pFA6a-GFP-Hygr (Kim et al. 
2016) 

pNS1506 tagging plasmid pKT127-yEGFP replaced with mCherry-G418r 
replaced with Natr 

(Lipatova and 
Segev 2015) 

pNS1533 tagging plasmid pKT127-yEGFP-G418r replaced with Natr (Kim et al. 
2016) 

pNS1558 CEN Ypt1-GTP pRS315-YPT1Q67L (Kim et al. 
2016) 

pNS1559 CEN Ypt31-GTP pRS315-YPT31Q72L (Kim et al. 
2016) 

pNS1432 CFP-N-Bet3 pRS416-CFP-N-BET3 (Taussig et al. 
2013) 

pNS1428 CFP-C-Trs20 pRS413-CFP-C-TRS20 (Taussig et al. 
2013) 

pNS1429 CFP-C-Trs20D46Y pRS413-CFP-C-trs20D46Y (Taussig et al. 
2013) 

pNS1435 YFP-C-Trs120 pRS413-YFP-C-TRS120 (Taussig et al. 
2013) 

pNS1433 YFP-N-Trs20 pRS416-YFP-N-TRS20 (Taussig et al. 
2013) 

pNS1434 YFP-N-Trs20D46Y pRS416-YFP-N-trs20D46Y (Taussig et al. 
2013) 

pNS1560 Tagging plasmid pFA6a-ytagmRFP-G418r This study 

pNS1561 YFP-N-Trs130 pRS-YFP-N-TRS130 This study 

pNS1562 YFP-C-Bet3 pRS-YFP-C-BET3 This study 

pNS1101 AD pACT2-Gal4-activation domain- LEU2, AmpR Clontech 

pNS206 BD pGBDU-C2-Gal4-binding domain-URA3, AmpR 
(James, 

Halladay, and 
Craig 1996) 

pNS1390 AD-Atg11 pACT2-ATG11 (Lipatova et al. 
2012) 

pNS1342 AD-Atg11 CC2-3 pACT2-ATG11-CC2-3 (Lipatova et al. 
2012) 
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pNS969 BD-Ypt1Q pGBDU -C2-YPT1-Q67L (Lipatova et al. 
2012) 

pNS1392 BD-Ypt6Q pGBDU -C2-YPT6-Q69L (Lipatova et al. 
2012) 

pNS1391 BD-Ypt31Q pGBDU-C2-YPT31Q72L (Lipatova et al. 
2012) 

pNS1390 BD-Sec4Q pGBDU-C2-SEC4-Q79L (Lipatova et al. 
2012) 
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APPENDIX 

 In this dissertation, I have shown a role for Ypt1 in the secretory transport 

pathway, specifically with Golgi cisternal progression dynamics. However, Ypt1 has 

another cellular function, the regulation of autophagic pathways. Three studies have 

shown that Trs85 is a part of the TRAPPIII complex and is also involved in autophagy 

(Meiling-Wesse et al. 2005, Nazarko et al. 2005, Lynch-Day et al. 2010). In this 

appendix, I present two figures that I contributed for a study published by the Segev lab. 

This study demonstrates that the Trs85-Ypt1-Atg11 module organizes the pre-

autophagosomal structure, or PAS (Lipatova et al. 2012). 

 Lynch-Day et al. show that Trs85 is the GEF for Ypt1 in autophagy. Furthermore, 

the activated GTP-locked mutant of Ypt1, Ypt1Q67L, is able to suppress the Trs85 

deletion phenotype (Lynch-Day et al. 2010). However, this study did not determine the 

role for activated Ypt1 in autophagy. First, I show that Ypt1Q67L interacts with Atg11 by 

yeast-2-hybrid, Y2H, analysis (Figure 23). The interaction of Ypt1 is with the coiled-coil 

2 and 3, CC2-3, domains of Atg11. This interaction is Ypt specific, as none of the other 

secretory pathway Ypts interacts with Atg11. The protein levels of these Ypts were 

determined by western blotting to ensure that the negative results are not due to low 

expression from the Y2H plasmids (Figure 23).   

 To confirm the Ypt1Q-Atg11 interaction, pull-downs from yeast and bacteria were 

performed (Lipatova et al. 2012). Once Atg11 was established as an effector of Ypt1, 

this interaction was visualized in vivo using BiFC analysis. A negative control, Ypt1-1 

mutant protein was used for all these assays. This mutant has an amino acid 

substitution (T40K) in the effector-binding domain that abolishes the Ypt1-Atg11 
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interaction. This mutant was unable to interact with Atg11 in Y2H, pull-down and BiFC 

analysis. However, for BiFC analysis, we wanted to ensure that the Ypt1-1 mutant 

protein was still capable of producing a punctate signal. Tagged-Ypt1-1 proved non-

functional as a sole-copy in the cell, therefore, IF was performed with anti-Ypt1 

antibodies in a wild type and ypt1-1 mutant strains (Figure 24). These IF results 

provided evidence that Ypt1 and Ypt1-1 proteins share the same punctate pattern. 

Other results from this study show that the Trs85-Ypt1-Atg11 module is required for 

organizing autophagy proteins, Atgs, at the pre-autophagosomal, PAS, which is 

required for the onset of autophagy. Furthermore, because Trs85 and Atg11 are not 

involved in the secretory pathway or for ER-to-Golgi transport, this study provided 

further evidence that Ypts/Rabs can regulate two independent transport pathways with 

different GEF/effector accessory factors.  
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Figure 23. Ypt1 interacts with Atg11 CC2-3 domain. Ypt1, but not the other Ypts in 
the secretory pathway, interacts with Atg11 in the yeast-two-hybrid (Y2H) assay. 
Immuno-blot analysis performed with the anti-binding domain, anti-BD, antibody shows 
expression of the different Ypt proteins. Growth is shown on synthetic dextrose-Ura-Leu 
plates, whereas interaction is shown on synthetic dextrose-Ura-Leu-His plates. One to 
two 10-fold dilutions are shown from top to bottom. Results are representative of at least 
two independent experiments. Empty AD and BD plasmids served as negative controls 
for interaction.  
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Figure 24. Intracellular localization of the Ypt1-1 mutant protein is similar to that 
of wild type Ypt1. Ypt1 localization was determined by IF using anti-Ypt1 antibodies in 
wild type and ypt1-1 mutant strains. Images were acquired using a Zeiss deconvolution 
Axioscope microscope with the FITC filter.  DIC, differential interference contrast.  
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threatened claims, demands, causes of action or proceedings arising from any breach
of this Agreement by you.

IN NO EVENT SHALL WILEY OR ITS LICENSORS BE LIABLE TO YOU OR
ANY OTHER PARTY OR ANY OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY FOR ANY
SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT, EXEMPLARY OR
PUNITIVE DAMAGES, HOWEVER CAUSED, ARISING OUT OF OR IN
CONNECTION WITH THE DOWNLOADING, PROVISIONING, VIEWING OR
USE OF THE MATERIALS REGARDLESS OF THE FORM OF ACTION,
WHETHER FOR BREACH OF CONTRACT, BREACH OF WARRANTY, TORT,
NEGLIGENCE, INFRINGEMENT OR OTHERWISE (INCLUDING, WITHOUT
LIMITATION, DAMAGES BASED ON LOSS OF PROFITS, DATA, FILES, USE,
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY OR CLAIMS OF THIRD PARTIES), AND WHETHER
OR NOT THE PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION SHALL APPLY NOTWITHSTANDING ANY
FAILURE OF ESSENTIAL PURPOSE OF ANY LIMITED REMEDY PROVIDED
HEREIN. 

Should any provision of this Agreement be held by a court of competent jurisdiction
to be illegal, invalid, or unenforceable, that provision shall be deemed amended to
achieve as nearly as possible the same economic effect as the original provision, and
the legality, validity and enforceability of the remaining provisions of this Agreement
shall not be affected or impaired thereby. 

The failure of either party to enforce any term or condition of this Agreement shall not
constitute a waiver of either party's right to enforce each and every term and condition
of this Agreement. No breach under this agreement shall be deemed waived or
excused by either party unless such waiver or consent is in writing signed by the party
granting such waiver or consent. The waiver by or consent of a party to a breach of
any provision of this Agreement shall not operate or be construed as a waiver of or
consent to any other or subsequent breach by such other party. 

This Agreement may not be assigned (including by operation of law or otherwise) by
you without WILEY's prior written consent.

Any fee required for this permission shall be non-refundable after thirty (30) days
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from receipt by the CCC.

These terms and conditions together with CCC's Billing and Payment terms and
conditions (which are incorporated herein) form the entire agreement between you and
WILEY concerning this licensing transaction and (in the absence of fraud) supersedes
all prior agreements and representations of the parties, oral or written. This Agreement
may not be amended except in writing signed by both parties. This Agreement shall be
binding upon and inure to the benefit of the parties' successors, legal representatives,
and authorized assigns. 

In the event of any conflict between your obligations established by these terms and
conditions and those established by CCC's Billing and Payment terms and conditions,
these terms and conditions shall prevail.

WILEY expressly reserves all rights not specifically granted in the combination of (i)
the license details provided by you and accepted in the course of this licensing
transaction, (ii) these terms and conditions and (iii) CCC's Billing and Payment terms
and conditions.

This Agreement will be void if the Type of Use, Format, Circulation, or Requestor
Type was misrepresented during the licensing process.

This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of
the State of New York, USA, without regards to such state's conflict of law rules. Any
legal action, suit or proceeding arising out of or relating to these Terms and Conditions
or the breach thereof shall be instituted in a court of competent jurisdiction in New
York County in the State of New York in the United States of America and each party
hereby consents and submits to the personal jurisdiction of such court, waives any
objection to venue in such court and consents to service of process by registered or
certified mail, return receipt requested, at the last known address of such party.

WILEY OPEN ACCESS TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Wiley Publishes Open Access Articles in fully Open Access Journals and in Subscription
journals offering Online Open. Although most of the fully Open Access journals publish
open access articles under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) License
only, the subscription journals and a few of the Open Access Journals offer a choice of
Creative Commons Licenses. The license type is clearly identified on the article.
The Creative Commons Attribution License

The Creative Commons Attribution License (CC-BY) allows users to copy, distribute and
transmit an article, adapt the article and make commercial use of the article. The CC-BY
license permits commercial and non-
Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial License

The Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial (CC-BY-NC)License permits use,
distribution and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited
and is not used for commercial purposes.(see below)

Creative Commons Attribution-Non-Commercial-NoDerivs License

The Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial-NoDerivs License (CC-BY-NC-ND)
permits use, distribution and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is
properly cited, is not used for commercial purposes and no modifications or adaptations are
made. (see below)
Use by commercial "for-profit" organizations

Use of Wiley Open Access articles for commercial, promotional, or marketing purposes
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requires further explicit permission from Wiley and will be subject to a fee.
Further details can be found on Wiley Online Library
http://olabout.wiley.com/WileyCDA/Section/id-410895.html

Other Terms and Conditions:

v1.10 Last updated September 2015

Questions? customercare@copyright.com or +18552393415 (toll free in the US) or

+19786462777.
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